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IN THE SUPREME COURT OF THE STATE OF IDAHO 
STATE OF IDAHO 
Plaintiff/Respondent 
vs 











SUPREME COURT NUMBER 
42115 
CLERK'S RECORD 
APPEAL FROM THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICTD 
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF KOOTENAI 
THE HONORABLE LANSING L. HA YNES, PRESIDING JUDGE 
FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT, PRESIDING 
MS. SARA B. THOMAS 
STATE APPELLATE 
PUBLIC DEFENDER 
3647 LAKE HARBOR LN 
BOISE ID 83 706 
MR. LAWRENCE WASDEN 
ATTORNEY GENERAL 
STATE OF IDAHO 
700 W JEFFERSON, STE 210 
BOISE ID 83720-0010 
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Date: 6/11/2014 First Judicial District Court - Kootenai County User: MCCANDLESS 
Time: 09:20 AM ROA Report 
Page 1 of 5 Case: CR-2013-0017749 Current Judge: Lansing L. Haynes 
Defendant: Williston, Robert Michael 
State of Idaho vs. Robert Michael Williston 
Date Code User Judge 
9/2/2013 NOTE OREILLY Judge Haynes To Be Assigned 
9/3/2013 NCRF OREILLY New Case Filed - Felony To Be Assigned 
CRCO OREILLY Criminal Complaint Clark A. Peterson 
AFPC OREILLY Affidavit Of Probable Cause To Be Assigned 
ORPC OREILLY Order Finding Probable Cause Clark A. Peterson 
HRSC OREILLY Hearing Scheduled (Arraignment/First Clark A. Peterson 
Appearance 09/03/2013 01 :00 PM) 
ARRN MOHLER Hearing result for Arraignment/First Appearance Clark A. Peterson 
scheduled on 09/03/2013 01 :00 PM: 
Arraignment/ First Appearance 
CRNC MOHLER No Contact Order: Criminal No Contact Order Clark A. Peterson 
Filed Comment: Stay 300 Ft. Away From 
Expiration Days: 365 Expiration Date: 9/3/2014 
ORBC MOHLER Order Setting Bond and Conditions of Release Clark A. Peterson 
9/4/2013 NCOS MCCANDLESS No Contact Order Served To Be Assigned 
9/5/2013 HRSC HOFFMAN Hearing Scheduled (Preliminary Hearing Status Clark A. Peterson 
Conference 09/13/2013 08:30 AM) 
HRSC HOFFMAN Hearing Scheduled (Preliminary Hearing Penny E. Friedlander 
09/17/2013 01:30 PM) 
HOFFMAN Notice of Preliminary Hearing Status Conference To Be Assigned 
and Preliminary Hearing 
PETN CARROLL Petition and Affidavit for the Appointment of A To Be Assigned 
Special Prosecutor 
VRNF TDAVIS Victim's Rights Notification Form Lansing L. Haynes 
Document sealed 
9/10/2013 ORDR POOLE Order For Appointment Of A Special Prosecutor Clark A. Peterson 
9/13/2013 PHWV POOLE Hearing result for Preliminary Hearing Status Clark A. Peterson 
Conference scheduled on 09/13/2013 08:30 AM: 
Preliminary Hearing Waived (bound Over) 
BOUN POOLE Bound Over (after Prelim) Lansing L. Haynes 
HRVC POOLE Hearing result for Preliminary Hearing scheduled Penny E. Friedlander 
on 09/17/2013 01 :30 PM: Hearing Vacated 
ORPD POOLE Defendant: Williston, Robert Michael Order Clark A. Peterson 
Appointing Public Defender Public defender 
Public Defender 
ORHD POOLE Order Holding Defendant Clark A. Peterson 
9/17/2013 HRSC SVERDSTEN Hearing Scheduled (Arraignment in District Court Lansing L. Haynes 
10/04/2013 08:00 AM) 
SVERDSTEN Notice of Hearing Lansing L. Haynes 
9/18/2013 INFO MCCANDLESS Information Lansing L. Haynes 
9/19/2013 NAPH MCCANDLESS Notice of Appearance, Request for Timely Lansing L. Haynes 
Preliminary Hearing, Motion for Bond Reduction 
and Notice of Hearing 
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Date: 6/11/2014 First Judicial District Court - Kootenai County User: MCCANDLESS 
Time: 09:20 AM ROA Report 
Page 2 of 5 Case: CR-2013-00177 49 Current Judge: Lansing L. Haynes 
Defendant: Williston, Robert Michael 
State of Idaho vs. Robert Michael Williston 
Date Code User Judge 
9/19/2013 DRQD MCCANDLESS Defendant's Request For Discovery Lansing L. Haynes 
9/23/2013 NAPH CARROLL Amended Notice of Appearance, Request for Lansing L. Haynes 
Timely Preliminary Hearing, Motion for Bond 
Reduction and Notice of Hearing 
DRQD CARROLL Amended Defendant's Request For Discovery Lansing L. Haynes 
9/25/2013 PRQD STHOMAS Plaintiffs Request For Discovery Lansing L. Haynes 
PRSD STHOMAS Plaintiffs Response To Request For Discovery Lansing L. Haynes 
9/30/2013 DRSD MCCANDLESS Defendant's Response To Discovery Lansing L. Haynes 
DSRQ MCCANDLESS Defendant's Supplemental Req. For Discovery Lansing L. Haynes 
10/4/2013 PLEA SVERDSTEN A Plea is entered for charge: - GT (118-923 Lansing L. Haynes 
Strangulation (Attempted)) 
DMOP SVERDSTEN Dismissed on Motion of the Prosecutor Lansing L. Haynes 
(118-918(3)(b) {F} Battery-Domestic Violence) 
HRSC SVERDSTEN Hearing Scheduled (Sentencing 11/25/2013 Lansing L. Haynes 
03:30 PM) 
DCHH SVERDSTEN Hearing result for Arraignment in District Court Lansing L. Haynes 
scheduled on 10/04/2013 08:00 AM: District 
Court Hearing Held 
Court Reporter: Val Nunemacher 
Number of Transcript Pages for this hearing 
estimated: 
PTSO SVERDSTEN Pretrial Settlement Offer Lansing L. Haynes 
PSIO1 SVERDSTEN Pre-Sentence Investigation Evaluation Ordered & Lansing L. Haynes 
Sentencing Date 
PSIO2 SVERDSTEN PSI Facesheet Transmitted Lansing L. Haynes 
Document sealed 
10/7/2013 ORDR SVERDSTEN Order for Payment of Costs for Domestic Lansing L. Haynes 
Violence Evaluation 
SRES LUCKEY Plaintiffs Supplemental Response To Request Lansing L. Haynes 
For Discovery 
11/5/2013 MOTN MCCANDLESS Motion for Mental Health Eval Lansing L. Haynes 
11/12/2013 ORDR SVERDSTEN Order for Mental Health Eval Pursuant to IC § Lansing L. Haynes 
19-2524 
11/13/2013 HRVC SVERDSTEN Hearing result for Sentencing scheduled on Lansing L. Haynes 
11/25/2013 03:30 PM: Hearing Vacated 
HRSC SVERDSTEN Hearing Scheduled (Sentencing 01/06/2014 Lansing L. Haynes 
02:00 PM) 
SVERDSTEN AMENDED Notice of Hearing Lansing L. Haynes 
11/18/2013 FILE MCCANDLESS New File Created # 2 Lansing L. Haynes 
PSIR MCCANDLESS Presentence Investigation Report Lansing L. Haynes 
Document sealed 
12/6/2013 NOAC MCCANDLESS Notice Of Assignment Change Lansing L. Haynes 
12/18/2013 LETO MCCANDLESS Letter From Defendant Re: Counsel Lansing L. Haynes 
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Date: 6/11/2014 
Time: 09:20 AM 
Page 3 of 5 
First Judicial District Court - Kootenai County 
ROA Report 
Case: CR-2013-0017749 Current Judge: Lansing L. Haynes 
Defendant: Williston, Robert Michael 
User: MCCANDLESS 


































SVERDSTEN Hearing result for Sentencing scheduled on Lansing L. Haynes 
01/06/2014 02:00 PM: District Court Hearing Hel 
Court Reporter: Charlotte Crouch 
Number of Transcript Pages for this hearing 
estimated: 
SVERDSTEN Hearing Scheduled (Sentencing 02/05/2014 
03:30 PM) 
SVERDSTEN Notice of Hearing 
SVERDSTEN Motion to Reset Sentencing Hearing 
SVERDSTEN Order to Reset Sentencing Hearing 
SVERDSTEN Hearing result for Sentencing scheduled on 
02/05/2014 03:30 PM: Hearing Vacated 






Notice Of Assignment Change 
Motion to Continue Hearing 
Amended Motion To Continue Hearing 
Substitution Of Counsel 
Lansing L. Haynes 
Lansing L. Haynes 
Lansing L. Haynes 
Lansing L. Haynes 
Lansing L. Haynes 
Lansing L. Haynes 
Lansing L. Haynes 
Lansing L. Haynes 
Lansing L. Haynes 
Lansing L. Haynes 
SVERDSTEN Hearing result for Sentencing scheduled on Lansing L. Haynes 
02/10/2014 01 :30 PM: District Court Hearing Hel 
Court Reporter: Charlotte Crouch 
Number of Transcript Pages for this hearing 
estimated: 





Notice of Hearing 
Notice of Filing Under Seal 
Motion to Transport 
HODGE Order To Transport 
Document sealed 
Document sealed 
LUCKEY Defendant's Supplemental Req. For Discovery 
SVERDSTEN Hearing Scheduled (Status Conference 
03/10/2014 10:30 AM) 
SVERDSTEN Notice of Hearing 
Lansing L. Haynes 
Lansing L. Haynes 
Lansing L. Haynes 
Lansing L. Haynes 
Lansing L. Haynes 
Lansing L. Haynes 
Lansing L. Haynes 
Lansing L. Haynes 
MCCANDLESS Plaintiff's Supplemental Response To Specific Lansing L. Haynes 
Request for Discovery 
HODGE Hearing result for Status Conference scheduled Lansing L. Haynes 
on 03/10/2014 10:30 AM: District Court Hearing 
Held 
Court Reporter: Keri Veare 
Number of Transcript Pages for this hearing 
estimated: Under 100 pages 
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Date: 6/11/2014 
Time: 09:20 AM 
Page 4 of 5 
First Judicial District Court - Kootenai County 
ROA Report 
Case: CR-2013-0017749 Current Judge: Lansing L. Haynes 
Defendant: Williston, Robert Michael 
User: MCCANDLESS 































SVERDSTEN Hearing Scheduled (Motion to Compel 
03/18/2014 04:00 PM) Brooks 
MCCANDLESS Motion To Compel 
MCCANDLESS Motion to Withdraw Guilty Plea 
STECKMAN Notice of Hearing 
Judge 
Lansing L. Haynes 
Lansing L. Haynes 
Lansing L. Haynes 
Lansing L. Haynes 
SVERDSTEN Hearing result for Motion to Compel scheduled Lansing L. Haynes 
on 03/18/2014 04:00 PM: District Court Hearing 
Held 
Court Reporter: Val Nunemacher 
Number of Transcript Pages for this hearing 
estimated: Brooks 
MCCANDLESS Letter From Defendant 
MCCANDLESS Notice of Filing Under Seal 
MCCANDLESS Examination Reoprt 
Document sealed 
Lansing L. Haynes 
Lansing L. Haynes 
Lansing L. Haynes 
MCCANDLESS Plaintiffs Supplemental Response To Request for Lansing L. Haynes 
Discovery 
MCCANDLESS Addendum to the Pre-Sentence Investigation Lansing L. Haynes 
Document sealed 
MCCANDLESS Authority in Support of Motion to Withdraw Guilty Lansing L. Haynes 
Plea 
MCCANDLESS Plaintiffs Supplemental Response To Request for Lansing L. Haynes 
Discovery 
SVERDSTEN State's Response to Defendant's Motion to Lansing L. Haynes 
Withdraw Guilty Plea 
HODGE Hearing result for Sentencing scheduled on Lansing L. Haynes 
03/24/2014 03:30 PM: District Court Hearing Hel 
Court Reporter: Val Nunemacher 
Number of Transcript Pages for this hearing 
estimated: Under 100 pages 
MCCANDLESS Plaintiffs Supplemental Response To Requeset 
for Discovery 
SVERDSTEN Hearing Scheduled (Sentencing 04/01/2014 
03:00 PM) 
SVERDSTEN Notice of Hearing 
SVERDSTEN Memorandum and Order Denying Defendant's 
Motion to Withdraw Guilty Plea 
Lansing L. Haynes 
Lansing L. Haynes 
Lansing L. Haynes 
Lansing L. Haynes 
SVERDSTEN Hearing result for Sentencing scheduled on Lansing L. Haynes 
04/01/2014 03:00 PM: District Court Hearing Hel 
LUCKEY 
Court Reporter: Val Nunemacher 
Number of Transcript Pages for this hearing 
estimated: 
Case status changed: closed pending clerk 
action 
Lansing L. Haynes 
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Date: 6/11/2014 
Time: 09:20 AM 
Page 5 of 5 
First Judicial District Court - Kootenai County 
ROA Report 
Case: CR-2013-0017749 Current Judge: Lansing L. Haynes 
Defendant: Wiiiiston, Robert Michaei 
User: MCCANDLESS 








































LUCKEY Sentenced To Incarceration (118-923 Lansing L. Haynes 
Strangulation (Attempted)) Confinement terms: 
Credited time: 214 days. Penitentiary 
determinate: 8 years. Penitentiary indeterminate: 
4 years. 
SVERDSTEN **No Contact Order Lifted** Lansing L. Haynes 
LUCKEY Judgment Lansing L. Haynes 
MCCANDLESS Plaintiffs Supplemental Response To Requst for Lansing L. Haynes 
Discovery 
MEYER Case status changed (batch process) 
MCCANDLESS Appealed To The Supreme Court Lansing L. Haynes 
MCCANDLESS Motion For Appointment Of State Appellate Lansing L. Haynes 
Public Defender 
SVERDSTEN Motion For Appointment Of State Appellate Lansing L. Haynes 
Public Defender in Direct Appeal; Retaining Trial 
Counsel for Residual Purposes 
SVERDSTEN Hearing Scheduled (Restitution 05/23/2014 Lansing L. Haynes 
09:30 AM) Bonner PA 
SVERDSTEN Case status changed: Pending 
SVERDSTEN Hearing Scheduled (Restitution 05/30/2014 
10:00 AM) Bonner PA 
Lansing L. Haynes 
Lansing L. Haynes 
SVERDSTEN Hearing result for Restitution scheduled on Lansing L. Haynes 
05/23/2014 09:30 AM: Hearing Vacated Bonner 
PA 
SVERDSTEN Notice Of Hearing RE: Restitution 
STHOMAS Notice Of Hearing 
Lansing L. Haynes 
Lansing L. Haynes 
MCCANDLESS Notice Of Appeal Due Date From Supreme Court Lansing L. Haynes 
SVERDSTEN Hearing result for Restitution scheduled on Lansing L. Haynes 
05/30/2014 10:00 AM: Hearing Vacated Bonner 
PA 
SVERDSTEN Stipulated Motion to Vacate and Reset 
Restitution Hearing 
SVERDSTEN Order Vacating Restitution Hearing 
SVERDSTEN Case status changed: closed 
OREILLY Notice of Lodging Transcript Reporter valerie 
Nunemacher Pages 59 
SVERDSTEN Hearing Scheduled (Restitution 07/29/2014 
03:30 PM) PA 
SVERDSTEN Case status changed: Pending 
Lansing L. Haynes 
Lansing L. Haynes 
Lansing L. Haynes 
Lansing L. Haynes 
Lansing L. Haynes 
Lansing L. Haynes 
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BARRY W. McHUGH 
Prosecuting Attorney 
501 N. Government Way 
Coeur d'Alene, ID 83816 
Teiephone: (208) 446-·t 800 
IN THE DISTRICT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF KOOTENAI 201J SEP -3 PH 12: 24 
STATE OF IDAHO, 
Plaintiff 
vs. 










) ________________ ) 
STATE OF IDAHO ) 
:ss 
County of Kootenai ) 
CASE NO. 13C28304 
AFFIDAVIT IN SUPPORT 
OF PROBABLE CAUSE 
E.Paull , being first duly sworn, deposes and says that: 
I am a detective for the Coeur d' Alene Police Department for the City of Coeur d'Alene. 
The basis for the request for the issuance of a criminal complaint is set forth in the police report 
attached hereto and incorporated herein. I further depose and say that I have read the report and 
all the contents are true and correct to the best of my knowledge, and that I am the author or that I 
personally know the author of the report to be a law enforcement officer whom I believe to be 
credible and reliable. 
DATED this 3rd day of, September 2013. 
SUBSCRIBED and SWORN to before 
TERI HEINRICH 
NOTARY PUBLIC 
STATE OF IDAHO 
AFFlptti 
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Booking # ____ _ 
~ ~-BOOKING INFORMATION SHE~ 
KOOTENAI COUNTY PUBLIC SAFETY BUILDING 
Name !D# _____ Date Of':-30- /3 
ARRESTEE: 1J 
Name /i_ 11 l L / S 7Z-> / 1../ /<; {J /JE/2--;- /)/Jc I/ rl- EL 
Last First Middle 
AKA ________ -. ______________ _ 
Address 7 / I /V { 7 /' S7/2t~TT 
City C,_J) i-J 
Home Phone {!)_of) d:-~9 ~ .Yf'I / 
ST Zj) Zip s- 3[ 1 ( 
SS# 
Accepted by: 








For DUI Charge: 
Was Call Requested 
Was Call Made 
City/State of Birth §>; S £ /3 D , ,~7&/J A A/' DOB 
D.L. # CJ) ;2-S-(p ;z s~ 3 ':b State x__J) 
Employer /J /v G f:.' L O j 
Occupation CH£/= Work Phone# 7 6 S--,).f'.S-0 
PHYSICAL DESCRIPTION: 
Height~· 0 I " Weight 2D-i,sex /1/1 Hair l3LI< Eyes r312u 
Race JI. Glasses~ Contacts /\I Facial Hair /V cJ/V b' 
Scars, Marks, Tattoo's £'//Gd-£ c"-, C:/leSr l)f"c.;~6?,"' cA, D//1-Clc 711-t/;:i-c/4.,,,J/d.c/ JC· C,1-1-;: 
.y;;_ rfre, l'--j ZC s:. /Jtf;C'/_5 1 /v /._ ) f} (ft< /c/~-, / 
Clothing Description K.. er") .5./-;/ / /2 7,. C4 ;-no ~); 0 I' y/ L'2, Lc....ci::... /--·'l i /I J-.--, :; / ..S. 
ARRESTING OFFICER INFORMATION: ,, 
Date/Time of Arrest c:Jf-30-13 I u9// Location 9// C'' 5--;--. Dist J / 
Arresting Officer 5,?tFc/2 # /c'·-&J.Agency GDA PJ5 Arrival at PSB <' Pso 








Code Warrant or Case # 
/ - f'/ .f' 
Is the arresting officer aware of any mental or physical conditions this inmate may have which might affect his/her safety or 
ability to be held without special attention by jail staff? P3l No, D Yes (Explain) _____________ _ 
Did the arrestee arrive with prescription medication? la No, D Yes 
VEHICLE INFORMATION: /,. 
Vehicle Lie. ,......-------s-{' YR __ Make. ____ Model. ____ Body ____ Color(s} __ / __ 
Vehicle Disposition :;,;7 --
CITIZEN ARREST: 
VICTIM'S RIGHTS INFORMATION: 
Nam· Phone: 
Occu ation: Race/Sex Bus. Phone: 
JAIL SHR# 355 Rev 3/11 
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Coeur d'Alene Police 
Report for CDA Incident 13C28304 
Nature: BATTERY/DOMESTC 
Location: 81 
Address: 911 N C ST 
COEUR D'ALENE ID 83814 
Offense Codes: NC 
Received By: S.SYTH 
Responding Officers: 
Responsible Officers: A.SPEER 
When Reported: 08:27:43 08/30/13 
Assigned To: 
Status: 
How Received: T Agency: CDA 
Disposition: ACT 08/30/13 
Occurred Between: 23:15:00 08/29/13 and 00:30:00 08/30/13 
Detail: 
Status Date: **/**/** 
First: JACOB 
Date Assigned: **/**/** 




Race: W Sex: M 
Dr Lie: CB193294D 
Phone: (208)651-3799 
Mid: ROBERT 
Address: 911 N C ST 
City: COEUR D'ALENE, ID 83814 
Offense Codes 
Reported: NC Not Classified 
Additional Offense: NC Not Classified 
Circumstances 
Observed: 







Responsible Officer: A.SPEER 
Received By: S.SYTH 
How Received: T Telephone 













Last Radio Log: **:**:** **/**/** 
Clearance: 1 ARREST REPORT TAKEN 
Disposition: ACT Date: 08/30/13 
Occurred between: 23:15:00 08/29/13 
and: 00:30:00 08/30/13 
Method: 
LOCATION TYPE L T20 RESIDENCE/ 
HOME 
"Printed on "09/03/13 
··-·------------------··-····--·---·--··-·-----·--·-·------------------------·----··--······-··--·-·-·-··------------··---------------------··· - ···---- ···-·-· 
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BOLSTAD, JACOB ROBERT 
WILLISTON, ROBERT MICHAEL 
BOLSTAD, JACOB ROBERT 
WILLISTON, SHERI LYNN 
08:27:43 08/30/13 DOMESTIC DISPUT 
CRIME: Domestic Battery w/Traumatic Injury 
CODE: 18-918 













I was dispatched to 911 N. C St regarding a domestic battery. Jacob Bolstad 
called to report his mother, Sheri Williston, had been involved in a domestic 
and her face was swollen. Jacob advised he was currently outside the residence 
with his mother. Dispatch advised medical was staged in the area. 
I located Jacob and his mother at the intersection of C Street and Idaho, south 
of the residence. I immediately saw that Sheri's face was battered. Both eyes 
were swollen and bruised a deep red/purple color. Her cheeks, lips and nose also 
appeared to be swollen. 
I attempted to speak with Sheri, but she appeared extremely terrified and 
emotional. Sheri was crying and kept stating she wanted to go somewhere else. 
Sheri kept turning away and walking behind some bushes to the west of the 
intersection as if she was trying to stay out of sight from her residence. 
Sheri told me she and her husband, Robert Williston, were drinking at their 
place of employment, Angelo' s, last night. They returned home and had some more 
wine. Sheri said she and Robert got into a "big fight" and he was hitting her. 
Sheri said the fight took place in the front room of the residence. I asked 
Sheri why she did not call last· night. Sheri said she couldn't get to her phone 
until this morning because it was downstairs. I asked why she couldn't get to 
her phone. Sheri said because she was scared. Sheri said Robert should be in the 
residence and was in the upstairs bedroom when we left. Sheri gave verbal 
consent to enter the residence. 
"Printed on "09/03/13 
. ---·-·----·-···- ·-- ···- ·-·---. ·-- - ·--------· ·-·-··--------------------- ·····-·- ---- ----·--·--------------------------------·--- - - --- •... ,. ·---·-------- ···-···· 
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Report for CDA Incident 13C28304 
I had medical respond to my location. Sheri requested to be transported to the 
hospital by medical. She was contacted and interviewed at the hospital by 
detectives. 
I spoke with Jacob Bolstad who said he received a phone call from his mother 
this morning. Sheri sounded scared on the phone and asked him to come over 
immediately. When Jacob showed up at the residence Sheri came out the front 
door. Jacob saw Sheri had been severely beaten. Sheri told Jacob that Robert had 
beat her. Sheri told Jacob not to go into the residence. Jacob lives at the 
residence with Robert and Sheri. Jacob said we could go into the residence in an 
attempt to contact Robert. 
After other cover officer's arrived we attempted to call Robert inside the 
residence. There was no answer on his phone and it went directly to voicemail. 
Dispatch advised there had been no activity on his phone since the previous 
night. We knocked several times on the door, rang the doorbell and called out 
for Robert with no answer. Due to the exigent circumstances and needing to also 
check Robert's welfare entry was made into the residence. 
The front door to the residence was unlocked. 
into the residence by myself, Officer Dunham, 
After announcing entry was made 
Officer Knoll and Lt Heintz. 
We called out for Robert several times while clearing the main floor of the 
residence. Robert did not answer. As officer's were about to start up the stairs 
to clear the upper level of the residence Robert finally answered. 
Robert was directed to the top of the stairs. He was only dressed in a pair of 
briefs. Robert was directed to the bottom of the stairs where he was detained. I 
watched over Robert while the rest of the residence was cleared by other 
officer's. While standing next to Robert he made comments about how much trouble 
he was in and how bad he had messed up this time. 
The house was cleared and Robert was placed in a chair in the living room area. 
Robert made unsolicited statements admitting to hitting Sheri. I told Robert I 
would give him a chance to speak with me later. 
I photographed the residence. There did not appear to be anything disturbed in 
the living room or kitchen areas on the main floor. I went upstairs where Robert 
and Sheri have their bedroom and master bath. There was blood on the door 
leading to the bedroom. There was blood and hair on the bedding on the bed. 
There were blood spatters on the wall and floor of the master bathroom. There 
was blood on the door frame going into the bathroom. The towel rack was broken 
off the wall and lying on the floor. There was blood and hair in the bathtub. A 
vase appeared to have been knocked off the back of the toilet. 
I advised Robert he was under arrest for Domestic Battery and transported him to 
KCPSB. While filling out the booking sheet Robert made several unsolicited 
statements admitting to hitting Sheri. 
I read Robert his Miranda Warning at 1011 hours. Robert said he understood his 
rights and had nothing to hide. Robert was very open about the incident and said 
he deserved anything that happened to him. Robert said he would request to be 
sent to prison for what he did because it was wrong. 
Robert said he and Sheri have been together approx three years. They have been 
"Printed on "09/03/13 
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Report for CDA Incident 13C28304 
married approx six months. Both Robert and Sheri work at Angelo's. They were 
drinking wine last night and returned home shortly after 2300 hours. Sheri was 
drunk and fell down while walking from the car to the house. Robert picked Sheri 
up and carried her into the house and put her on the couch. Sheri started saying 
things to Robert that upset him. Robert said he got pissed and started slapping 
Sheri. Robert said he has put up with Sheri 's crap long enough and he snapped. 
Robert said he hit Sheri multiple times in the face. Robert said he slapped her 
with an open hand, not a fist. Robert said if he had hit her with his fist her 
head would be split open. Robert said he got pissed and started slapping the 
shit out Sheri. Robert said he started hitting her for the comments she was 
saying. Sheri then stopped saying anything and Robert said he continued to slap 
her because it upset him even more that she wasn't saying anything. Robert 
stopped slapping Sheri because her mouth and nose were bleeding. Robert told 
Sheri to get in the -shower and get cleaned up and he went to bed. 
Robert said the entire incident occurred in the living room of the residence. 
Robert said Sheri was sitting on the couch and he was standing in front of her 
while he was slapping her. 
Robert made several statements about he deserves to be put into prison for the 
rest of his life for what he has done. 
I photographed Robert while at the jail. 
Detective Lowry advised Sheri stated Robert had also tried to choke her. 
Detective Lowry requested I also book Robert into jail for attempted 
strangulation. Detective Lowry also advised Sheri has a brain bleed and will be 
admitted to KMC. 
Robert was booked into KCPSB for felony domestic battery due to the traumatic 
injury caused to Sheri. 
Photos and VieVu recording uploaded to Viper. 
Supplement 
Incident Number: 13C28304 Nature: BATTERY/DOMESTC Incident Date: 08:43:00 08/31/2013 
Name: T.HAUG Date: 11:54:19 08/30/2013 
Officer Speer and I were riding as a two man patrol unit. We were dispatched to 
911 N C Street in reference to a domestic battery. 
On scene Officer Speer conducted the investigation. See his supplemental report 
for further information. 
Officer Speer and I transported a male suspect to PSB. While at PSB, I activated 
my Vie Vu to record Officer Speer's interview of the male suspect. 
The video from my VieVu was uploaded into Viper as evidence. 
Supplement 
Incident Number: 13C28304 Nature: BATTERY/DOMESTC Incident Date: 14:23:10 08/30/2013 
Name: N.Lowry Date: 13:29:58 08/30/2013 
CDAPD Investigation Narrative 
FELONY: XXX MISDEMEANOR: 
--------- - -------------------------------
"Printed on "09/03/13 
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Report for CDA Incident 13C28304 
Date 08/30/13 
Incident #: 13C28304 
Crime 
Victim 











HOLD RELEASE DESTROY 
08/30/13: Synopsis: SHERRI WILLISTON was battered by her husband ROBERT 
WILLISTON. ROBERT struck SHERRI several times about her face and body with both 
his left and right hand. ROBERT also kicked SHERRI in the face several times. 
SHERRI recalls ROBERT having his hands around her neck and choking her. SHERRI 
believes she blacked out during this event. SHERRI has injuries consistent 
with this and advised she had a very sore throat and neck. Along with the 
swollen face and bruising SHERRI has a subdural hematoma (bleeding of the 
brain) . DR. CHUN of KMC advised SHERRI of this and advised they would be 
keeping her for the next couple of days to monitor her condition. 
08/30/13: I was asked to assist Patrol in investigating this matter. I was 
asked to respond to KMC to talk with SHERRI WILLISTON. I responded there and 
met SHERRI in room #22. I introduced myself to SHERRI and asked all of the 
other parties to leave the room so we could talk. SHERRI told me the following 
about the incident. 
They (ROBERT WILLISTON and SHERRI) got off work around 2230 hrs. ROBERT and 
SHERRI went to the CORNER BAR to have a couple of drinks. SHERRI believes they 
had a couple glasses of wine and left. She did not believe they were they very 
long and estimated it to be about 45 minutes. - She thought they would have 
gotten home around 0000 to 0030 hrs. When they got home she thinks they started 
arguing but she was not sure. SHERRI said it is very common for them to argue 
especially when they have been drinking wine together. SHERRI thinks she may 
have said something that made ROBERT snap and he struck her. SHERRI recalls 
being struck on the left side of her face first. SHERRI did not know if it was 
from the left or right hand and did not know if it was a closed or open hand. 
She said things went foggy after this and the next thing she recalls is ROBERT 
kicking her in the face. SHERRI said all she could think about was why wouldn't 
ROBERT stop doing this. ROBERT kicked her multiple times in the face. SHERRI 
felt like ROBERT was going to kill her because he just continued to strike her. 
SHERRI then remembers at one point ROBERT grabs her and throws her into the wall 
nearest the main door of the house. SHERRI is not sure why but ROBERT stops and 
she is able to get upstairs where she falls asleep. 
SHERRI takes a moment and talks about how her throat is very sore and it is hard 
to swallow. I asked her if ROBERT put his hands on her neck. SHERRI said I 
"Printed on "09/03/13 
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remember it being very hard to breath at one point. I asked her why and SHERRI 
recalls ROBERT having his hands around her throat. SHERRI believes it was both 
hands and he was squeezing around her neck. SHERRI said it was hard to breath 
and now her throat is very sore, scratchy and her neck hurts. SHERRI said it is 
also hard to swallow. I looked at SHERRI' s neck. I could see marks on both her 
left side and right side. I took photos of these marks. All of these signs are 
indicative of someone who has been choked .. 
SHERRI said when she woke up this morning ROBERT was laying next to her. She 
got up and went into the bathroom and could not believe what she saw. She asked 
ROBERT about this and ROBERT responded by telling her that she would not be able 
to got to work for the next couple of days and that she needed to say she was 
stung by a bee. ROBERT also made the comment that she deserved what she got. 
SHERRI grabbed her phone and walked outside to call her son JACOB BOLSTAD. 
JACOB lives in the downstairs apartment and had just gotten back last night from 
working in SEATTLE, WA. SHERRI said when she called JACOB he was at his 
girlfriends house KAYLA' s. JACOB came over and when he saw SHERRI called 
police immediately. 
SHERRI said this was the first time this has ever been physical between them. 
She did say ROBERT advised her he has a past and has been physical with women in 
the past. SHERRI and ROBERT have been together for the last 5 years and just 
got married in March of 2013. They do not have any kids together. SHERRI said 
they do argue a lot but they are together a lot because they live together and 
work together. SHERRI advised me ROBERT is on probation for theft and he is not 
supposed to be drinking either. I advised SHERRI I would call his probation 
officer. 
I took photos of SHERRI' s injuries. I checked for petechiae in her eyes, throat 
and behind her ears. SHERRI was barely able to pull down her eye lids because 
they were so swollen. Just the little bit that she was able to pull down on her 
left eye I could see petechiae visible on the lower lid near the top. Both of 
her eyes were blood shot. I looked behind her left eye. There were a couple of 
scratches and redness behind the ear. It did appear petechiae was present 
behind this ear. I then noticed on the right side of her face in the cheek area 
there was petechiae present. I do not know if this was from the event or if 
this was from medication SHERRI had been given. I took pictures of these areas. 
I gave SHERRI a DV pamphlet and my business card. I told SHERRI about safe 
places and talked with her about changing her locks and securing things around 
her house to make her safer. We talked about the protection order when ROBERT 
se.e' s a JUDGE and that they would not be able to have contact with each other. 
SHERRI made the comment that the NCO would not stop ROBERT from contacting her. 
SHERRI did not need a ride to a safe place because she would be staying at KMC 
for the next couple of days due to her injuries. Medical attention was already 
being provided to her. 
This was audio recorded see it for full details. I also had to ask a female 
NURSE to come in and take photos of SHERRI below the neck due to sensitive 
areas. A medical release was filled out and turned in with this report. 
Supplement · 
Incident Number: 13C28304 Nature: BATTERY/DOMESTC Incident Date: 14:30:14 09/01/2013 
Name: A.SPEER Date: 14:25:12 09/01/2013 
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A. Speer K-65 
09-01-13 
l3C28304 
At the request of Lt Heintz, I contacted Sheri Williston by phone to obtain 
follow-up pictures of her injuries. Williston advised she was still in the 
hospital and agreed I could come there to take some photos. 
I contacted Williston in room 370 at KMC. I obtained photos of bruising to 
Williston's face, neck and arms. 
The photo's were uploaded to Viper. 
Name Involvements: 
VICTIM : 525890 
Last: WILLISTON 
DOB:
First: SHERI Mid: LYNN 
Address: 911 NC ST 
Race: Sex: F 
Dr Lie: CB169435K 




Race: W Sex: M 
OFFENDER : 133398 
Last: WILLISTON 
DOB:
Race: A Sex: M 
First: JACOB 
Dr Lie: CB 193294D 
Phone: (208)651-3799 
First: ROBERT 
Dr Lie: CD256253D 
Phone: (208)659-4811 
Mid: ROBERT 
Address: 911 N C ST 
City: COEUR D'ALENE, ID 83814 
Mid: MICHAEL 
Address: 911 NC ST 
City: COEUR D'ALENE, ID 83814 
"Printed on "09/03/13 
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PRE-BOOKING INFORMATION SHEET Accepted by: ~ 
Booking #-~--- KOOTENAI COUNTY PUBLIC SAFETY BUILDING 
Name ID# _____ Date Of:-.,3 ~- / _:!; 




Name ?tJ1t.L/S7oAI l'(O,Ge/2.r ////Jc.1/41:TL 






For DUI Charge: 
Was Call Requested 
Was Call Made 
AKA·--------.,..--........ -------------,. ,, 
Address 9 I I ,II/.' e .s 7 /<~ z::: 
City cJ) /J ST X,_]) Zip S° of If' 
Home Phone @-og-) &~9-9't'II SS#
City/State of Birth !!J-4 .SE /3 O ~ ~ J4 A.I DOB Employer I/N0/::. .. t.. 0 !.J 
O.L. # CD ~s lP ~ S' ..3.2} State .::Z:.J) Occupation Cf/ r£ F Work Phone # 7 JS--rJ.e-SO 
PHYSICAL DESCRIPTION: ~ 
Height_/4_· !!.L__• Weight 2~ Sex l'Y1 Hair (3lf< Eyes 1:3/20 
Race~ Glasses--¥- Contacts_d_ Facial Hair /1/tJ/V f?" 
scars, Marks, Tattoo's ~,,J C#.!flr i)raG()rJ ON 15tfl-G~ ?1/-v,.,/4.,.,~d./ le· C,ft.,JZ" 
::IA· ~·.e--s ~ > '/n/2 '.1 "' t.. 5/2 #a /4 ,e..,~ 
Clothing Description e- ..S C..14-.mo 
ARRESTING OFFICER INFORMATION: ,r 
Date / Time of Arrest CJ~-~0- I ..:J I ~?/I Location 9 /j/' C'' S-,. Dist 5' / 
Arresting Officer '3;?&-~12. # K--~~genoy c!b/J PJS Arrival at PSB cJ Pso 
' 
CHARGES AND BAIL: ARREST TYPE: JI° ONwVIEW O WARRANT O CITIZEN O OTHER 
M/F Code vnaraes Bell ·'Selltence : warrant or case # 
1. ,- Jg .. f·lr IYYn ESr,, c ...6/9-?,~/2 II' ,' Je"ll!1 ,, ,, ·~ 1, :~ii: ,~ ,1 ' 
tAJ/ -,/2.Au.""4-rt C .::;;-,... /" r r./ . '•h, '~ I 1,1 ' 2. ,1, I " •'• ,1, ., .. 
3. r.:: /g,- 9s2:3 li.rrt!"m />'Te-1_1 . ~ ~~ ' l S,l<.A NW. '-"1",o Iv. : ' - ,. 1111\'9•'•• ,, 11, )~1! ~ I'••' 4. 
..~:1•\ I!:- ' 5, ,I ' ., l••1 '• '1,W• ··~ ' ., ' 
6. 
;.i' ... (• ," ... ... ,, ~ 
1s the arresting officer aware of any mental or physical conditions this inmate may have Which might affect his/her safety or 
ability to be held without special attention by jail staff? JtJ No, 0 Yes (Explain) ____________ _ 
-Did-tl'le-ar-restee-arrive-with-prescripti0n-madicati0F11-l'll·NG,CJ-Yes------------------
VEHICLE INFORMATION: / 
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ORDER 
20i3 SEP -3 PH 12: 24 
The above named defendant having been charged with the offense1s\ o.f T C tRi\ DISTRICT COUR 
. ' r; 
, and the Court having examined the affidavit and police report, the Court ~ · STJilro a le caus , 
based on substantial evidence, for believing that said offense has been committed nd that the 
said Defendant committed it. 
IT IS THEREFORE ORDERED that a Criminal Complaint be issued for the appearance for 
the above named Defendant. 
ENTERED this 3rd day of, Septemb~ 
MAGISTRATE , 




501 Government Way/Box 9000 
Coeur d'Alene, ID 83816-1971 
Telephone: (208) 446-1800 
STATE OF IDAHO J 
COUNTY OF KOOTENAIJSS 
FILED: 
2813 SEP -3 PH 12: 21+ 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRSTfilDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF KOOTENAI 
STATE OF IDAHO, 
Plaintiff, 
vs. 




Case No. CR-F13- \ 17 yq 
CRIMINAL COMPLAINT 
AGENCY CASE 13C28304 
_£_=~_.i1~A~4_.__\-1-\---- appeared personally before me, and being first duly sworn on 
oath, complains that the above named defendant did commit the crime(s) of COUNT I, 
ATTEMPTED STRANGULATION, a Felony, Idaho Code §18-923, and COUNT II, 
DOMESTIC BATTERY, a Felony, Idaho Code §18-903, 18-918(2)committed as follows: 
COUNTI 
That the defendant, ROBERT MICHAEL WILLISTON, on or about the 29th day of 
s.+-
,.2013, in the Coun of Kootenai, State ofldaho, did willfully and unlawfully choke or 
attempt to strangle the person of Sheri Williston, to-wit: by wrapping his hand or hands around the 
COMPLAINT CRIMINAL - 1 
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victim's throat and squeezing, and where Sheri Williston and the defendant are household members; 
COUNT II 
That the defendant, ROBERT MICHAEL WILLISTON, on or about the 29th day of 
~, 2013, in the County of Kootenai, State ofldaho, did, in committing a battery, inflict a 
traumatic injury upon the person of Sheri Williston, to wit: a cerebral hematoma and where Sheri 
Williston and the Defendant are household members, all of which is contrary to the form, force and 
effect of the statute in such case made and provided and against the peace and dignity of the People 
of the State ofldaho. ~-a~Complainant therefore prays for proceedings according to law. 
DATEDthis_1_dayof Soft: ,2013. 
coi!&I 
SUBSCRIBEDANDSWORNtobeforemethis_'7_dayof_W ___ \-_, _ _,2013. 
MAGISTRATE 
CON.lPLAINT CRIMINAL - 2 
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Log of 1K-COURTROOM6 o- "V2013 Page 1 of2 
Description CR 2013-177 49 Williston, Robert 20130903 First Appearance 
CR 2011-15675 \/Villiston, Robert 20130903 First Appearance 
Judge Peterson 
Clerk Kally Mohler 
Def RightsNideo Appearance 
¥vvtmbhW 
Date 9/3/201 :3 II !..=:ation 111 K-COURfROOM6 II 
Time Spea'-=- Note 
03:55:20 PM Judge - Defendant Present in Custody 
Peterson 
03:55:50 PM CR 2011-15675 
50K Bond was Set 
Probation Violation 
03:56:40 PM Def-
Williston, Understands the Probation Violation 
Robert 
03:56:45 PM Judge - Refer case to Judge Haynes for Review 
Peterson Hearing Scheduled for 9/17/13 at 1 :30pm 
03:57:22 PM CR 2013-17749 
Attempted Strangulation- Felony Charge 
Domestic Battery- Felony Charge 
03:58:56 PM Def-
Williston, Understands Charges 
Robert 
03:59:03 PM Judge - Enter a No Contact Order 
Peterson 
03:59:10 PM KCPA-Tony Would also asking that the No Contact Order be extended to 
Clinger cover her Son also 
04:00:00 PM Judge -
Just Issuing a No Contact Order for the one Victim, at this time Peterson 
04:01:05 PM Def-
Williston, Understands Conditions of the No Contact Order 
Robert 
04:01:16 PM KCPA-Tony Would be recommending a 100K Bond Clinger 
04:04:53 PM Def- I have no reason to argue the issue of Bond, I deserve to sit in 
Williston, Jail, I'm sorry about this whole thing, and if you want to put 
Robert anyone else on the No Contact Order I'm fine with that 
I 04:06:11 PM I Judge - Set 1 DOK Bond 
Peterson 
file://R:\LogNotes - HTML\Magistrate\Criminal\Peterson\CR 2013-17749 Williston, Robert... 9/3/2013 
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Log of IK-COURTROOM6 o:· - '1/2013 
04:07:02 PM 
04:07:08 PM End 
Set PH in 14 days 
Produced by FTR Gold™ 
www. fortherecord. com 
Page 2 of2 
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FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT, STATE OF IDAHO 






State of Idaho ) 
County of Kootenai ) ss 
RETURN OF SERVICE 
Filed ---------
At _____ o'clock 
CLERK OF THE COURT 
BY: 
M. 
STATE OF IDAHO 
=oc-pu-ty _______ _ 
Case No. ______ c ___ e:_LW~t-=3_-_t 7____;_7_Y9....:...._ Plaintiff 
Citation No. ________________ _ vs.:ffibef{_ \4)\ [p:;sfoc) 
DOB Defenclan Arresting Agency 
NO CONTACT ORDER 
crn-P,D 
Defendant, having been charged with violating Idaho Code Section(s): 
D 18-918 Domestic Assault or Domestic Battery D 18-7905 Stalking D 18-901 Assault D 18-903 Battery 
D 39-6312 Violation of a Protection Order D 18-905 Aggravated Assault D 18-907 Aggravated Battery 
D 18-923 Attempted Strangulation D Other: --------,,-------------r----+-+--
against the ALLEGED VICTIM(s) ___ S_k_~ __ \ -~-~ _,_\ l....,.\,__'S~~'----+-/-}°;_a:_C..C_l; _ (>o_.L.::1~;._f_'l._d 
THE COURT, having jurisdiction, and having provided the Defendant with notice of his/her opportunity to be heard, 
either previously or herein, ORDERS THE DEFENDANT TO HAVE NO DIRECT OR INDIRECT CONTACT WITH THE 
ALLEGED VICTIM, unless through an attorney. You may not harass, follow, contact, attempt to contact, 
c~~icate with (in any form or by any means including another person), or knowingly go or remain within 
__,,,::A.P~t:.""''--feet of the alleged victim's person, property, residence, workplace or school. This order is issued under 
Idaho Code 18-920, Idaho Criminal Rule 46.2 and First District Administrative Order H2005-DW.1 
IF THIS ORDER REQUIRES YOU TO LEAVE A RESIDENCE SHARED WITH THE ALLEGED VICTIM, you must contact 
an appropriate law enforcement agency for an officer to accompany you while you remove any necessary personal 
belongings, including any tools required for your work. If disputed, the officer will make a preliminary 
determination as to what are necessary personal belongings; and in addition, may restrict or reschedule the time 
spent on the premises. 
VIOLATION OF THIS ORDER 15 A SEPARATE CRIME UNDER Idaho Code 18-920 for which bail will be set by a judge; 
it is subject to a penalty of up to one year in jail and up to a $1,oor. ~ 15 0 DER CAN ONLY BE MODIFIED BY 
A JUDGE AND WILL REMAIN IN EFFECT UNTIL 11 :59 P .M. ON OR UNTIL THIS CASE 
IS DISMISSED. 
If a DOMESTIC VIOLENCE (CIVIL) PROTECTION ORDER IS IN PLACE PURSUANT TO IDAHO'S DOMESTIC 
VIOLENCE CRIME PREVENTION ACT (Title 39, Chapter 63 of the Idaho Code), the most restrictive of any conflicting 
provisions between the orders will control; however, entry or dismissal of another order shall not result in dismissal 
of this order. 
NOTICE TO ALLEGED VICTIMS OF RIGHT TO A HEARING: As an alleged victim, you have the right to a hearing 
before a Judge on the continuation of this Order within a reasonable time of its issuance. To request that hearing, 
and TO AVOID GIVING UP THIS RIGHT you must contact the Clerk of Court, Kootenai County Courthouse, 324 W. 
Garden Ave., Coeur d'Alene, ID 83814. Phone Number 208-446-1170. 
The Clerk of the Court shall give written notification to the sheriff's o 
this 4l ~ I ~ntered into the Idaho Law Enforce_m_e_r:5""=,,...ttl..__o _  m.....:..._· __ ___::=--~------------
Date of Order JU~ No .. ___ _ 
I acknowledge having read and received this order. 
Date of Service on Defendant DEFENDANT 
[ ) Ordered / Served in open court 
Faxed to: \,{' Jail Booking 208-446-1407 for service on defendant prior to release from custody (KCSO must return 
ld\fendant's signed copy to court & forward a copy signed by defendant to arresting agency&· KCSO Records) 
Cl Agency __ "rl-_=~---,,,,-'.""""."'.'~--=~- (Court ONLY sends copy to agency if faxing NCO after 5 pm) 
-lnt~roffice to: ro~ecutor: Cl C P~P.A.. -. Raijwr PA BQ..Pu~li!= Q~fe!]der 
Mailed to: Victim I f,•·· ....... -~ ?J.:. '&,1.(/J 5/) t'St-[ Q... 
&CV't1110 f 1 /py: · '-7' Deputy Clerk 
DC019 NO CONTACT ORDER Rev. 08/12/09 
White Copy - Court File Yellow Copy - Victim Pink Copy - Defendant/DA · Gold Copy - Prosecutor 
• I 
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STATE OF IDAHO 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF KOOTENAI 
ST ATE OF IDAHO 
Plaintiff CASE NO. CR- ~ l3- /f"JL-fl 
V. 
Defendant 
ORDER SETTING BAIL or 
RELEASE ON OWN RECOGNIZANCE and 
CONDITIONS 
The above case having come before the Court on the below date and the Court having 
considered the factors in I.C.R. 46, now therefore, f) 
IT IS HEREBY ORDERED that bail be set in the amount of$ '00 t O 0 ---~------
and the following are established as the conditions of release: 
THE DEFENDANT SHALL: 
1. rs/ Commit no new criminal offenses greater than an infraction (a finding of probable cause on a 
subsequent offense is sufficient to revoke bail); 
2. ci' Sign waiver of extradition and file with the Court; 
3. ief Make all court appearances timely; 
4. ~ Do NOT consume alcohol or controlled substances; 
5. rs/ Promptly notify the Court and defense counsel of any change of address; 
6. ~ Maintain regular contact with defense counsel; 
7. ~ Do NOT drive, operate or be in physical control of a motor vehicle without a valid license and 
insurance; 
8. D Obtain a Substance Abuse/Batterer's Evaluation from an approved evaluator by: ------
9. D Submit to: D EtG D Drug D Both EtG & Drug urinalysis testing __ times monthly through: 
[ ] Global (address/phone below) [ ] Absolute (address/phone below) 
[ ] Other___________________ Results to be provided to the 
Prosecuting Attorney's office, Public Defender/Defense Attorney ________ , D Court 
10.D Other: 
Defendant has acknowledged these conditions in open court, and is advised that a violation of any 
term may ;;;suit in t~e defendant being returned to jail. . { ~
~iessen 13_j/.3To: ~ Date: __ q_--c~l"""'-lt------':::o.,,.-------
~~rosecutor__ [ ] in court ~ interoffice ~ 
D efense Counsel~ [ ] in court [ ] interoffice 
efendanmtli d ] in court ---------------
ail FAX 446-14 Judge No. ____ _ 
lobal FAX: 664-6045, 2201 Govt. Way, Suite C, CD'A, ID, Ph: (208) 664-6299 
D Absolute FAX: 758-0401, 5433 N. Government Way, Suite B, CD'A, ID, Ph: (208) 758-0051 
D Probation Department __ 
cf:t~whtn 
ORDER SETTING BAIL AND CONDITIONS OF RELEASE PAO-1001 2/12 
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SEP. 3. 2013 4:23PM· 1-208-446-1153 
. FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRIC::T1 STATE OF IDAHO 
KOOTENAI COUNTY DISTRICT ~OURT 
\,._-J 
NO. 2899 P. 4 
Stale ot L<tabo ) 
County of K.oolenai ) " 
RETURN OF SERVJCE 
Filed .. 13 
At _.._._..., ___ o'clock-G\ M . 
tU:)tKO IE COURT 
STATE OF IDAHO 
Plaintiff 1 Case No, 
~L1\1L2 ~\A£ Q ~, ce.: 2013-t7½Y:J /// 
Citation No. V  ~/ i 11 i7'IWr1 DO  e entlan Arresting Agency cm-PJD 
NO CONTACT ORDER 
Defendant, having been charged with violating Idaho Code Sectlon(s); 
a 18-918 Domestic Assault or Domestic Battery a 18-7905 Stalking a 18-901 Assault a 18-903 Battery 
a 39-6312 Violation of a Protection Order a 18-905 Aggravated Assault a 18-907 Aggravated Battery 
a 18-923 Attempted Strangulation Cl Other! -------..--------==---...----t---+--
against the ALLEGED VICTIM(s) ___ S_k~~-.... \~~-~_,\ ..... l..... \'--=S,--~ _ ____,1,-, _J. __ ~_LQ_\; ___ &>_ ....... ls ..... + ___ ~_J 
THE COURT, having jurisdiction, and having provided the Defendant with notice of his/her opportunity to be heard, 
either previously or herein, ORDERS THE DEFENDANT TO HAVE NO DIRECT OR INDIRECT CONTACT WITH THE 
ALLEGED VICTIM, unless through an attorney. Y~u may not harass, follow, contact, attempt to contact, 
·cate with (in any form or by any means irfoludlng another person), or knowingly go or remain within 
feet of the alleged victim's person, property, residence, workplace or school. This order is issued under 
e 18-920, Idaho Criminal Rule 46.2 and First District Administrati"e Order H2005-DW.1 
IF THIS ORDER REQUIRES YOU TO LEAVE A RESIDENCE SHARED WITH THE ALLEGED VICTIM, you must contact 
an appropriate law enforcement agency for an officer to accompany you while you remove any necessary personal 
belongings, including ~ny tools required for your work. If disputed, the officer will make a preliminary 
determination as to what are necessary personal belongings; and in addition, may restrict or reschedule the time 
spent on the premises. 
VIOLATION OF THIS ORDER IS A SEPARATE CRIME UNDER Idaho Code 18-920 for which ball will be set by a judge; 
it is subject to a penalty of up to one year in jail and up to a $1,00r. ..._ IS DER CAN ONLY BE MODIFIED BY 
A JUDG ND WILL RE AIN IN EFFECT UNTIL 11:5 P.M. ON OR UNTIL THIS CASE 
IS DISMISSED. 
If a DOMESTIC VIOLENCE {CML} PROTECTION ORDER IS IN PLACE PURSUANT TO IDAHO'S DOMESTIC 
VIOLENCE CRlME PREVENTION ACT (Title 391 Chapter 63 of the Idaho Code), the most restrictive of any conflicting 
provisions between the orders will control; however, entry or dismissal of another order shall not result in dismissal 
of this order. 
NOTICE TO ALLEGED VICTIMS OF RIGHT TO A HEARING: As an alleged victim, you have the right to a hearing 
before a Judge on the continuation of this Order within a reasonable time of its issuance. To request that hearing, 
and TO AVOID GIVING UP THIS RIGHT you must contact the Clerk of Court, Kootenai County Courthouse, 324 W. 
Garden Ave., Coeur d'Alene, ID 83814. Phone Number 208-446-1170. 
The Clerk of the Court shall give written notification to the sheriffs o unty of issuance IMMEDIATELY and 
this 4,, ~ I ~ntered Into the Idaho Law Enforceme m rr-t"lt-~-\-te_m. 
Date of Order JUD 
q Ii? / rs , .,¢,ki'1Q!I"~ 
No .. ___ _ 
Date of Service on Defendant 
[ ] Ordered / Served in open court 
Faxed to: ',,f Jail Booking 208-440-1407 for Hrvi~t on defendant prior to release from custody (KCSO must return 
~ndant's signed eopy to court & forward a copy signed by defendant to arresting agency &·KCSO Records) 
Cl AgencY, ______ -,,--_______ (Court ONLY sends copy to agency If faxing NCO after 5 pm) 
lntarolll~rosocutor. ilf KCPA C Cd'A PA C PFPA C Ratlldru,n PA C Public Defender Mailed to: ~ctim ___ r:. __________________ _ 
Cl Defense Attorney ________________ _ 
cjft'l.7l1Q h tw De y Clerk tl' ~ 1,3.J r~ 
DC019 NO CONTACT ORDER Rav. 08/12/09 
\An .. :1- "--•• ,-.....,,, .. Cii- v .. 11,,.., r.,,nu - Vintim Pink Coi:,v • DefendanVDA Gold Copy- Prosecutor 





501 Government Way Box 9000 
Coeur d'Alene, ID 83816-1971 
Telephone: (208) 446-1800 
STATE OF IDAHO 
JH.i"J" OF Koo~,i~ 
D<l:/7 
1013 SEP -5 1'11 3i 37 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF KOOTENAI 
STATE OF IDAHO, 
Plaintiff, 
vs. 












CASE NO: CRB-17749 
PETITION AND AFFIDAVIT 
FOR THE APPOINTMENT 
OF A SPECIAL PROSECUTOR 
COMES NOW, BARRY MCHUGH, Prosecuting Attorney for Kootenai County, Idaho, 
pursuant to Idaho Code §31-2603, and does hereby respectfully petitions the Court for the 
appointment of a Special Prosecuting Attorney in the above entitled matter and upon being duly 
sworn, hereby deposes and says: 
1. That BARRY MCHUGH is the elected Prosecuting Attorney for Kootenai County, 
Idaho, and was sworn into office January, 2013; 
2. That BARRY MCHUGH has the duty to prosecute criminal actions and matters in 
Kootenai County pursuant to Idaho Code §31-2604 as Prosecuting Attorney; 
3. Your affiant petitions this Court to appoint, Louis Marshall, Bonner County Deputy 
Petition and Affidavit for the 
Appointment of a Special Prosecutor : 1 
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Prosecuting Attorney, 127 S. First Ave., Sandpoint, Idaho 83864, or her designee, as Special 
Prosecutor to perform the duties required of your affiant in this case; 
-~ DATED this 2._day of September, 2013. 
Prosecuting Attorney 
In and For 
Kootenai County, Idaho 
SUBSCRIBED AND SWORN to bet~~ on this_£ day of September, 2013. 
Petition and Affidavit for the 
Appointment of a Special Prosecutor : 2 
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CLERK'S CERTIFICATE OF TRANSMITTAL 
I hereby certify that on the __ day of ________ , 2013, a true and 
correct copy of the foregoing were mailed/delivered by regular U.S. Mail, postage prepaid, 
interoffice mail, hand delivered, or faxed to: 
Prosecutor Defense Attorney____ Defendant ___ _ 
KCPSB____ Auditor___ Police Agency __ _ 
Bonding Co.__ Other: Idaho Attorney General, 208-854-8082 
Clifford T. Hayes 
Clerk of the District Court 
BY: , Deputy -------------
Petition and Affidavit for the 
Appointment of a Special Prosecutor : 3 
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STATE OF IDAHO l 
COUNTY OF KOOTENAnss 
FILED: 
2013 SEP IO AN If: 30 
~ ifSTRICT C8tl1U' 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF i~<=-=> c::::::---
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF KOOTENAI 









Case No. CR13-17749 
ORDERFOR 
APPOINTMENT OF A 
SPECIAL PROSECUTOR 
ROBERT MICHAEL WILLISTON, 
The Court having before it the State's petition, and good cause appearing therefore, 
IT IS HEREBY ORDERED that Louis Marshall, Bonner County Deputy Prosecuting 
Attorney, or his designee shall be appointed special prosecutor in the above entitled case. 
ENTEREDthis \O dayof ~-
JUDGE 
Clerk's Certificate of Transmittal 
I hereby certify that on the j_Q day of ~, 2013, a true copy of the foregoing 
signed order was mailed by first class mail, postage prep ti to: 
Prosecuting Attorney, Interoffice Mair'~ . ~ D 
Bonner County Prosecuting Attorney - {)(po . l01dV7 ~ 
ORDER APPOINTING 
SPECIAL PROSECUTOR: Page 1 
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Log of IK-COURTROOM12 cm Q/13/2013 Page 1 of2 
Description CR 2013-17749 Williston, Robert 20130913 Preliminary Hearing Status 
Conference 
(A Judge Peterson /" Clerk Cassie Poole -
Date 9/13/2013 Location 111 K-Cbt:TRTROOM12 
Time II Speaker Note 
09:00:13 AM 
Judge 
Defendant present in custody without attorney Mr. Greenbank 
on behalf of Louis Marshall special prosecutor in this manner. 
Peterson Have financial statement and order 
09:00:54 AM Williston, Would like public defender Robert 
09:01:04 AM Judge If appoint pd will continue ph 
Peterson 
09:01:09 AM Williston, 
That is to make sure state has enough evidence Robert 
09:01:21 AM Judge 
That is excellent summary 
Peterson 
09:01:25 AM Williston, Do not need ph 
Robert 
09:01:29 AM Judge 
If you want attorney should talk with attorney 
Peterson 
09:01:37 AM Williston, 
I do not need ph can I be pro se now and then get attorney 
Robert 
09:01:47 AM Judge If you want attorney will appoint one now your attorney may 
Peterson 
have reasons and may want to have preliminary hearing. It is 




I would like to proceed pro se right now and waive ph after 
Robert 
appearance would like to have counsel appointed 
I 09:02:35 AM I Judge Will address waiver 
Peterson 
09:02:42 AM No offers or promises made 
Williston, No threats 
Robert Understand right to counsel. 
Would like to do waiver without attorney. 
09:03:26 AM Payne, Linda Paine if uncomfortable taking waiver I will talk to him 
09:03:36 AM Judge He is an adult clear he has understanding of this process. 
Peterson 
09:03:52 AM Williston, Would like to do this today without lawyer. It is my desire to 
Robert waive right to preliminary hearing 
file://R:\LogNotes - HTML\Magistrate\Criminal\Peterson\CR 2013-17749 Williston, Robe... 9/13/2013 
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Log of 1K-COURTROOM12 on 9/13/2013 Page 2 of2 
II 09:04:11 AM 
Judge 
Peterson 
09:04:48 AM Williston, 
Robert 
09:04:56 AM Mr. 
Green bank 
09:04:59 AM Judge 
Peterson 
09:05:31 AM Williston, 
Robert 
09:05:39 AM Judge 
Peterson 
09:05:45~ 
I Find you are aware of nature and purpose of preliminary 
hearing and find you have waived right to to ph and waived 
right to have counsel for the purposes of this hearing only 
enter order holding 
Assigned to Judge Haynes 
Would you now like counsel 
Yes at this time would like to have counsel 
No objection 
!Appoint public defender 
Why do have special prosecutor 
Because of a conflict 
Produced by FTR Gold™ 
www.fortherecord.com 
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MUST BE COMPLETED 
TO BE CONSIDERED 
~. [ ,yl_3AT q_ '(jj/;,_ 
K F THE DISTRICT COURT 
iN THE DiSTRiCT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF KOOTENAI 
APPLICATION FOR: ~· ' ~)1 
liJ..d€FEN O O O PARENT ) 




BY ____________________ -1 
) 
FINANCIAL STATEMENT AND ORDER 
PARENT or GUARDIAN OF MINOR 
DOB __________________ _, 
NOTE: If this application is being made on behalf of a minor, please answer the following questions as they 
apply to his/her parents or legal guardian. Include information for you and your spouse. 
I, the above named defendant (or the parent(s) on behalf of a minor~, b~irst duly sworn on oath, depose and 
say in support of my request for court appointed counsel: ·~ ~ 
My current mailing address is: 9 t.-, \. N ~ · ~ c...bA --- 8-s:£:3 tf; 
street or P.O. Box City State Zip Code 
My current telephone number or message phone is: ,,,..,,.-::-- ~- 1-zb -Z 
Crimes Charged: ,___~...-sr1,,,, P'"""-X.&'-' IA./......__, ~ ~Y-
I request the Court appoint counsel at county expense; d I agree to reimburse the county for the cost of said 
defense, in the sum and upon the terms as the Court may order. 
BELOW IS A TRUE AND CORRECT STATEMENT OF MY FINANCIAL CONDITION: 
1. EMPLOYMENT: /:/ .. /// 
A. Employed: __ yes __ no B. Spouse Employed; ~//no 
C. If not employed, or self-employed, last date of employment._~_· _ ..-_t_~-----------
D. My employer is: _____ ....,... __ .,,.....::;..... __________________ _ 
Address: ______________________________ _ 
2. HOUSEHOLD INCOME MONTHL¥'nclude income of spouse): 
Wages before deductions $ i Other income: (Specify: Child Support, S.S., V.S., A.D.C., 
Less Deductions $ ¢ Food Stamp!,_!"·) ,--
Net Monthly Wages $ ··~ ----~.;z;;;;;_ _______ $ ______ _ 
3. HOUSEHOLD EXPENSES MONTHLY: d Rent or Mortgage Payment $ Child Care $ 
Utilities $ Recreation $ ~ Clothing $ Medical $ 
Transportation $ Insurance $ T 
School $ Other (Specify) $ 
r--
Food $ 
Financial Statemei,t-and- Order Regarding Public Defender, page 1 DC 028 Rev. 3/06 
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~ ..... ITI-II V· lr-nnt \ 1• I I I_ I•\--••••/ 
Total$______ $ _____ _,..er mo 
Total $ ____ ___.aa;.-·;;;;;...-·······-$·· -- ----/ per mo 
Total $ c---------·· $ er mo 
4. ASSETS: 
A. I (we) have cash on hand or in banks $ _____ -,.___ ______ _ 
B. I (we) own personal property valued at $ ___ _____,.-::::::;;lc,?.---------
C. I (we) own vehicle(s) valued at $ __ ~-/...-,L-=========~-
D. I (we) own real property valued at $--------,;L-----------
E. I (we) own stocks, bonds, securities, or interest therein $ ______________ _ 
5. THE FOLLOWING ALSO AFFECTS MY FINANCIAL CONDITION (Specify): _________ _ 
6. DEPENDENTS: ___ self ___ spouse 
Subscribed and sworn to before me this \ 3 
NOTARY PUBLIC/CLERK/JUDGE 
The above named '/.,. defendant ____ parent ____ guardian appeared before the 
court on the aforesaid charge and requeste~aid of counsel. The court having considered the foregoing, and 
having personally examined the applicant; ORDERS ___ .DENIES the appointment of the service of 
counsel. 
The applicant is ordered to pay$ ____ monthly beginning, __________ , 20 __ 
for the cost of appointed counsel. Payments are to continue until 
[ ] notified by the court that no further amount is due. 
[ ] the sum of$. ____ has been paid. 
THE APPLICANT IS ORDERED TO PAY REIMBURSEMENT FOR THE COST OF APPOINTED COUNSEL AT 
THE CONCLUSION OF THE CASE; THIS AMOUN('" MAY BE IN ADDITION TO ANY SUMS ORDERED ABOVE. 
ENTERED this \ :'z day of N \- - , 20 \ ~
(lQ~ 
Custody Status: ~ In 
GE 
Out Copies to: 




ate Deputy Clerk '---
Financial Statement and Order Regarding Public Defender, page 2 DC 028 Rev. 3/06 
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FIRST JUDI( 
324W.GAJ, 
l, DISTRICT COURT, STATE OF IDAHO, CC 
~N AVENUE, P.O. BOX 9000, COEUR D' ALE!\ 
STATE OF IDAHO 
·-y OF KOOTENAI 
'"10~9000 
ID.ED . Cl/8 AT~ 
vs. CLE19'-._0~ DISTRICT COURT 
RORERT MICHAEL WILLISTON 
DOB:  
I\ A --
BY \.._/ '--""" ~EPUTY 
FELONY CASE# CR-2013-0017749 ORDER 
CHARGE(S): COUNT 1- STRANGULATION (ATTEMPTED)- 118-923 
COUNT 2- BATTERY-DOMESTIC VIOLENCE-118-918(3)(B) F 
~HOLDING 
[ ] DISMISSING CHARGE(S) 
Amended to:-----------------------------------
[ ] Dismissed - insufficient evidence to hold defendant to answer charge(s). [ ]Bond exonerated. [ ]NCO Lifted. 
(Specify dismissed charge(s) on above line, if other charges still pending) 
Preliminary hearing having been waived by the defendant on the above listed charge(s), 
Preliminary hearing having been held in the above entitled matter, and it appearing to me that the offense(s) set 
forth above has / have been committed, and there is sufficient cause to believe the named defendant is guilty 
thereof, 
IT IS HEREBY ORDERED that the defendant is held to answer the above charge(s) and is bound over to District Court. 
The Prosecuting Attorney shall file an Information that includes all charges under this case number. 
IT IS FURTHER ORDERED that the defendant be admitted to bail in the amount of $ _______ and is 
committed to the custody of the Kootenai County Sheriff pending the giving of such bail. 
[ ] Defendant was advised of the charges and potential penalties and of defendant's rights, and having waived his/her 
constitutional rights to: a) trial by jury; b) remain silent; and c) confront witnesses, thereafter pled guilty to the 
charge(s) contained in the Information filed by the Prosecuting Attorney. 
IT IS FURTHER ORDERED that all pretrial motions in this case shall be filed not later than 42 days after the date 
of this order unless ordered otherwise. All such pretrial motions in this matter shall be accompanied by a brief in support of the 
motion, and a notice of hearing for a date scheduled through the Court. 
ENTERED t1,;, [') day of S:'2::ft • , 20 ( ') 
Judge 
Copies sent C, / / 3 / rr as follows: 
[ ~rosecutor ..,. -l-~ [~efense Attorney~ ~Defendant 
~;; 
~ ~ TCA Office at fax 446-1224 '-° 
)<I Jail (ifin custody at fax 446-1407) -/i-I}( Assigned District Judge: )Sfnteroffice delivery [ ]faxed ______ _ 
DeputyCle,cku~ 
[ ] KCSO Records fax 446-1307 (re: NCO) 
Order Holding Defendant/Dismissing Case 
Rev7/13 




STAT£ OF IDAHO 
;8~t!Y OF KOOTEHA,lss ....... .,. ·-
?rH, SEP 18 AH ,;,c,. IQ: 55 
C!J BONNER COUNTY PROSECUTING ATTORNEY 
127 S. First Avenue 
Sandpoint, ID 83864 
(208) 263-6714 
(208) 263-6726 (facsimile) 
Assigned Prosecutor: SHANE GREENBANK, Special Prosecutor 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF KOOTENAI 
STATE OF IDAHO 
Plaintiff, 
vs. 




Case No: CR-2013-17749 
INFORMATION 
CDA PD #13C28304 
COMES NOW Shane Green bank, Bonner County Chief Deputy Prosecuting 
Attorney /Special Prosecuting Attorney, for and on behalf of the State of Idaho, and 
accuses Robert Michael Williston of the crimes of Attempted Strangulation, a 
Felony, in violation of Idaho Code §18-923, and Domestic Battery, a Felony, in 
violation of Idaho Code §18-903 and 18-918(2), committed as follows: 
COUNTI 
The Defendant, Robert Michael Williston, on or about the 29th of August, 
2013, in the County of Kootenai, State of Idaho, did willfully and unlawfully choke or 
INFORMATION 
CR-2013-17749 
Page 1 of2 
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attempt to strangle the person of Sheri Vvilliston, to-wit: by wTapping his hand or hands 
around the victim's throat and squeezing, and where Sheri Williston and the Defendant 
are household members. 
COUNT II 
The Defendant, Robert Michael Williston, on or about the 29th day of August, 
2013, in the County of Kootenai, State of Idaho, did, in committing a battery, inflict a 
traumatic injury upon the person of Sheri Williston, to-wit: cerebral hematoma, and 
where Sheri Williston and the Defendant are household members. 
All of which is contrary to the form, force and effect of the statute in such cases 
made and provided and against the peace and dignity of the people of t-h..o.-!.:ai-6-F,~ 
71---DATED this / 7 day of September, 2013. 
uty Prosecuting Attorney 
Special Prosecuting Attorney 
CERTIFI~E OF MAILING 
I hereby certify that on the / 7 day~ , 2013, I caused to be 
served a true and correct copy of the foregoing ~cUITtas addressed to the following: 
Office of Public Defender 
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ORIGINAL, 
Linda J. Payne, Deputy Pubiic Defender 
·STATE Of IDAHO 
~[~i~y OF KOOTEHA1Jss 
The Law Office of the Public Defender of Kootenai County 
PO Box 9000 2013 SEP 19 PH 2: 45 
Coeur d'Alene, Idaho 83816 
Phone: (208) 446-1700; Fax: (208) 446-1701 
Bar Number: 6222 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF KOOTENAI 
STATE OF IDAHO, 
Plaintiff, 
V. 













CASE NUMBER CR-13-0017749 
Fel 
NOTICE OF APPEARANCE 
REQUEST FOR TIMELY 
PRELIMINARY HEARING, 
MOTION FOR BOND REDUCTION 
& NOTICE OF HEARING 
COMES NOW, the Office of the Kootenai County Public Defender, and pursuant to court 
appointment hereby appears for and on behalf of the above named defendant in the above entitled 
matter, and requests that a preliminary hearing be scheduled in accordance with the time limits set 
forth in Idaho Criminal Rule 5 .1. 
Counsel hereby moves for reduction of the bond set in this matter on the grounds that it is 
excessive, and further, notice is hereby given that counsel will present argument in support of the 
motion to reduce bond at the time of the preliminary hearing status conference and/or preliminary 
hearing scheduled in this matter if the defendant is in custody. 
Notice is given that the Defendant herewith asserts all rights accorded him or her under the 
Fifth, Sixth, and Fourteenth Amendments to the Constitution of the United States and under Article 
NOTICE OF APPEARANCE, REQUEST FOR TIMELY PRELIMINARY HEARING, 
MOTION FOR BOND REDUCTION & NOTICE OF HEARING Page 1 
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I, § 13 of the Constitution of the State ofidaho and an prophylactic measures imposed upon the State 
pursuant to said constitutional provisions; including, but not necessarily limited to, the right to 
remain silent and the right to counsel. NO AGENT OF THE STATE OR PERSON ACTING IN 
SUCH CAP A CITY IS TO QUESTION THE DEFENDANT IN REGARD TO ANY ACT, 
WHETHER CHARGED OR UNCHARGED. 
Notice is further given that the Defendant herewith demands and asserts all State and federal 
statutory and constitutional rights to speedy trial of this matter. 
DATED this /'t' day of September, 2013. 
THE LAW OFFICE OF THE PUBLIC 
DEFENDER OF KOOTENAI COUNTY 
BY:~ 
L~.YNE 
DEPUTY PUBLIC DEFENDER 
CERTIFICATE OF DELIVERY 
I hereby certify that a true and correct copy of the foregoing was personally served by placing 
a copy of the same as indicated below on the \C\ day of September, 2013, addressed to: 
Kootenai County Prosecutor FAX 446-183 3 
Via Fax 
:i,.___ Interoffice Mail 
NOTICE OF APPEARANCE, REQUEST FOR TIMELY PRELIMINARY HEARING, 
MOTION FOR BOND REDUCTION & NOTICE OF HEARING Page 2 
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STATE OftOAHO 1 
Linda J. Payne, Deputy Public Defender 
The Law Office of the Public Defender of Kootenai County 
PO Box 9000 
COUNTY OF KOOTENAtfSS 
FILED: 
2013 SEP 23 PH 2: ~3 Coeur d'Alene, Idaho 83 816 
Phone: (208) 446-1700; Fax: (208) 446-1701 
Bar Number: 6222 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF KOOTENAI 
ST ATE OF IDAHO, 
Plaintiff, 
V. 













CASE NUMBER CR-13-0017749 
Fel 
AMENDED 
NOTICE OF APPEARANCE 
REQUEST FOR TIMELY 
PRELIMINARY HEARING, 
MOTION FOR BOND REDUCTION 
& NOTICE OF HEARING 
(Corrected Prosecutor) 
COMES NOW, the Office of the Kootenai County Public Defender, and pursuant to court 
appointment hereby appears for and on behalf of the above named defendant in the above entitled 
matter, and requests that a preliminary hearing be scheduled in accordance with the time limits set 
forth in Idaho Criminal Rule 5 .1. 
Counsel hereby moves for reduction of the bond set in this matter on the grounds that it is 
excessive, and further, notice is hereby given that counsel will present argument in support of the 
motion to reduce bond at the time of the preliminary hearing status conference and/or preliminary 
hearing scheduled in this matter if the defendant is in custody. 
Notice is given that the Defendant herewith asserts all rights accorded him or her under the 
Fifth. Sixth. and Fourteenth Amendments to the Constitution of the United States and under Article 
AMENDED 
NOTICE OF APPEARANCE, REQUEST FOR TIMELY PRELIMINARY HEARING, 
MOTION FOR BOND REDUCTION & NOTICE OF HEARING Page 1 
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T § 1 ' o++he r'n.ns+;tu+;O" n.++h0 Q+ate n.+Tdah"' and all prn.nhyla"+;" moaS11'"eS ;mnn.sed 11"'"'" the Q+a+.c, J., 1 J J. L VVll Ll LJ 11 V.1 L \,,, ..._.,L VJ. .1. .1V J.J. J.J. J.V.P.1J. .l VL.lV .lJ..lV U..l .1.1.l.l.t-'V U.t'V.1.J. UJ. UL. L."-' 
pursuant to said constitutional provisions; including, but not necessarily limited to, the right to 
remain silent and the right to counsel. NO AGENT OF THE STATE OR PERSON ACTING IN 
SUCH CAP A CITY IS TO QUESTION THE DEFENDANT IN REGARD TO ANY ACT, 
WHETHER CHARGED OR UNCHARGED. 
Notice is further given that the Defendant herewith demands and asserts all State and federal 
statutory and constitutional rights to speedy trial of this matter. 
DATED this cd,;> day of September, 2013. 
BY: 
THE LAW OFFICE OF THE PUBLIC 
DEFENDER OF KOOTENAI COUNTY 
CERTIFICATE OF DELIVERY 
I hereby certify that a true and correct copy of the foregoing was personally served by placing 
a copy of the same as indicated below on the ;),,o day of September, 2013, addressed to: 
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Log of 1K-COURTROOM9 on 10/4/2013 Page 1 of 1 
Description 




















I 08:58:29 AM I 
CR 2011-15675 Williston, Robert 20131004 Probation Violation 
CR 2013-17749 Williston, Robert 20131004 ArraignmeQ 
Judge Haynes \ 
Clerk Suzi Sverdsten \ 






















Location 111 K-COURTROOM9 
I Note 
Def is in custody. PD-Linda Payne KCPA-Donna Gardner Bonner PA-
Green bank 
Court has seen the plea agreement in CR 2013-17749. Attempted 
Strangulation. Max penalties given. 
Understands. 
Explains concurrent and consecutive sentencing. 
Understands. 47 yoa, 2 yrs of college. No trouble reading or 
communicating. Waives reading of the charge, not under the influence, no 
meds, not sick. Thinking clearly. Today is the first day I've met attorney, 
but nothing to discuss, I did what I was charged with. 
Agrees with GP. Def was at PH and he waived without an attorney. He 
has continuously admitted he did these things, he has been extremely 
remorseful. 
Guilty of Attempted Strangulation. 
Swears def. 
GP freely and voluntarily. No promises or threats. Satisfied with attorney's 
services. 
PTSO expires today, but I would keep that open if he wants more time 
with his attorney. 
n:.J - -~ 
IIAccepts GP. Orders PSI. 
Report of PV. 9/4/13 report. 




C"-~ encing and PV dispo 11/25/13 at 3:30 p.m. Orders DVeval. 
Produced by FTR Gold TM 
www. fortherecord. com 
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From:BOHHER COUNTY PROSECUTr"' 09/26 1 ~ 0 13 12:52 ff647 P.001/001 
R~ge1i~ev 
12082636726 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF 





STATE OF IDAHO Case No.: CR-2013-0017749 
vs. 
C~RK ~l~~l~!J~~T 
PRETRIAL SETTLEMENT AGlt-eENfEkr~ 
l(ftlJTY 
ROBERT MICHAEL WILLISTON, 
OFFER EXPIRES: 10/04/13 
T he State offers that In exchange for the Defendant's guilty plea(s) to: 
Count Chare:e Statutorv Maximum Penaltv 
I A'ITEMPTED STRANGULATION 0 - 15 years prison / $0 -$50,000 fine 
And Defendant's agreement to: . 
[81 Waive rights to appeal conviction aftEl~e (as described below). 
jg] Other agreements: Waive Preliminary Hearing. 
181 Pay restitution: In an amount to be determined. 
It will agree and recommend as follows: 
181 Sentence recommendation: Open recommendations. 
181 To dismiss/not file Habitual Offender / Persistent Violator allegation. Carries a prison tenn potential of 5 years to Life. 
Priors consist of: Multiple. See NCIC. 
181 Dismiss: State will dismiss Count II, DOMESTIC BATTERY [maximums of O - 10 years prison / 
$0 - $10,000 fine]. 
181 Other: State will dismiss any associated and consolidated misdemeanor offenses arising out of 
this incident. 
181 Other: DEFENDANT IS FREE TO MAKE SEPARATE RECOMMENDATIONS. 
NOTE: THE STATE'S SENTENCE RECOMMENDATION IS CONDITIONED UPON NO FTAs (INCLUDING PRE-
SENTENCE INTERVIEW) AND NO NEW CRIMINAL LAW VIOLATIONS BEFORE THE DATE OF SENTENCING 
Dated: 26 Segtember 2013 
. .,,/L_ti~ 
Shane Greenbank, AssignedSpecialDesecutor 
Bonner County Chief Deputy Prosecuting Attorney 
[&] BY SIGNING BELOW, I SIGNIFY THAT I ACCEPT THE ABOVE PRETRIAL SETTLEMENT OFFER AND JN 
CONSIDERATION THEREOF DO KNOWINGLY AND VOLUTARILY HEREBY WAIVE THE FOLLOWING 
RIGHTS: 
1. The right to appeal the conviction; . 
2. 'FIIV::a:ight to appeal senwaee En•e,$ ta the axieai ll1e-te1 m ehei&al-illell!'eei:a,10..-01 tlle fim,is-greater-tlran is / 6-
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Assigned to: _____ _ 
Assigned: _______ _ 
First Judicial District Court, State of Idaho 
In and For the County of Kootenai 
ORDER FOR PRESENTENCE REPORT AND EVALUATIONS 
STATE OF IOAHO I 
COUNTY OF KOOTEHAi, SS 
FflED: 
2013 OCT -It AH 9: 4 1 
STATE OF IDAHO 
Plaintiff, 
vs. 
Cl_f Ol~T ICT ceuu 
Case No: CR-2013-00 .. ....-i.. CV y 
ORDER FOR PRE - SENTENCE INVESTIGATION 
REPORT 
CHARGE(s): 
Robert Michael Williston 
911 C Street 
118-923 Strangulation (Attempted) 
Coeur d'Alene, ID 83815 
ROA: PSIO1- Order for Presentence Investigation Report 
On this Friday, October 04, 2013, a Pre-sentence Investigation Report was ordered by the Honorable Lansing L. 
Haynes to be completed for Court appearance on: 
Monday, November 25, 2013 at: 03:30 PM at the abe>ve stated courthouse. 
D Behavioral Health Assessments waived by the Court (PSIO1 ROA code) 
f Waiver under IC 19-2524 2 (e) allowing assessment and treatment services by the same person or facility 
Other non- §19-2524 evaluations/examinations ordered for use with the PSI: 
D Sex Offender omestic Violence D Other . Evaluator: -------
PLEA AGREEMENT: State recommendation 
WHJ/JOC D Probation D PD Reimb D Fine D ACJ D Restitution D Other: -----------
DEFENSE COUNSEL: Linda J Payne, Deputy Public Defender ______ _ 
PROSECUTOR: Louis E. Marshall, Special Prosecutor Ill __________ _ 
THE DEFENDANT IS IN CUSTODY: ~ YES D NO If yes where: _____________ _ 
DO YOU NEED AN INTERPRETER? "iS-- NO D YES if yes, what is the language? __________ _ 
Date: Cc\o ~ ~ ,'l.O(s Signature: _· ..::;.\._.;::... ~=: -=.;.h:,'-+-'\......,-=-\\ .......... dM=l+'a ... W-"'-----------
=7Judge \ 
IU··lf-13 
r '::i~ "" iv• fl.{ 
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Linda J. Payne, Deputy Public Defender 
STATE OF IDAHO ) 
COUNTY OF KOIT£NAllSS 
FR.ED: 
The Law Office of the Public Defender of Kootenai County 
PO Box 9000 
2013 OCT - 7 Ptt 12: lt3 
Coeur d'Alene, Idaho 83816 
Phone: (208) 446-1700; Fax: (208) 446-1701 
Bar Number: 6222 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF KOOTENAI 
STATE OF IDAHO, 
Plaintiff, 
V. 












CASE NUMBER CR-13-0017749 
Fel 
ORDER FOR PAYMENT OF COSTS FOR 
DOMESTIC VIOLENCE EVALUATION 
Based on defendant's Motion for Payment of Fees filed in the above-entitled matter, and 
good cause appearing, 
IT IS HEREBY ORDERED that the costs of the domestic violence evaluation in the above-
entitled matter are to be paid by Kootenai County. Emerald Counseling is to be paid $200.00 for the 
domestic violence evaluation conducted in the above-entitled matter upon receipt of its invoice. 
DATED this _ _.¼ __ day of October, 2013. 
Lh~~ 1~~§~Li 
DISTRICT JUDGE 
ORDER FOR PAYMENT OF COSTS FOR DOMESTIC VIOLENCE EVALUATION Page 1 
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CLERK'S CERTIFICATE 
I hereby certify that a true and correct copy of the foregoing was personally served by placing 
a copy of the same as indicated below on the --J day of October, 2013, addressed to: 
Kootenai County Public Defender FAX 446-1701 
Nicole Vigil emailed nvigil@kcgov.us 
Koo.tenai.Cgttn.ty...P--1=0~tfil"·via-fax:--44-6-Hf.3-3---
Emerald Counseling via fax 777-4101 
l;t:>ol\l,r f.o f (OsP~ 
)-'of :i~?, - ~ '? ;)..w 
¼<'): Ow cid½-
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Linda J. Payne, Deputy Public Defender 
The Law Office of the Public Defender of Kootenai County 
PO Box 9000 
Coeur d'Alene, Idaho 83816 
Phone: (208) 446-1700; Fax: (208) 446-1701 
Bar Number: 6222 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF KOOTENAI 
STATE OF IDAHO, 
Plaintiff, 
V. 












CASE NUMBER CR-13-0017749 
Fel 
MOTION FOR MENTAL 
HEALTH EVALUATION 
PURSUANT TO I.C. § 19-2524 
COMES NOW, the above named defendant, by and through his attorney, Linda J. Payne, 
Deputy Public Defender, hereby moves this Court for an order requiring the Idaho Department of 
Correction to conduct a mental health evaluation for indigent defendant, ROBERT MICHAEL 
WILLISTON. 
Prior to felony sentencing, the Court may require that a mental health evaluation be 
conducted on ROBERT MICHAEL WILLISTON, who is still in local custody and cannot afford 
such an evaluation. Said recommendation is made by Kathleen Reitmeier, the domestic violence 
evaluator and the person who performed the substance abuse evaluation (Dave LNU). 
Idaho Code § 19-2524 allows the court to order a mental health evaluation for sentencing 
purposes the examination being conducted through the Department of Correction. Subsection 2(g) 
MOTION FOR MENTAL 
HEALTH EVALUATION PURSUANT TO I.C. § 19-2524 Page 1 
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indicates the expense of the evaluation will be borne by the Department of Correction, with an 
entitlement to have the defendant reimburse the cost. 
DATED this / day of November, 2013. -~--
THE LAW OFFICE OF THE PUBLIC 
DEFENDER OF KOOTENAI COUNTY 
BY~ 
LlNDP/4E 
DEPUTY PUBLIC DEFENDER 
"DEFER TO JUDGMENT 
OF THE COURT" 
Per tic 11/1/2013 at 3:35 p.m. 
SHANE GREENBANK 
SPECIAL PROSECUTOR 
FOR KOOTENAI COUNTY 
CERTIFICATE OF DELIVERY 
I hereby certify that a true and correct copq:f the foregoing was personally served by placing 
a copy of the same as indicated below on the day of November, 2013, addressed to: 
Kootenai County Prosecutor FAX 446-1833 
Via Fax 
~ Interoffice Mail 
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ORIGINAL 
Linda J. Payne, Deputy Public Defender 
The Law Office of the Public Defender of Kootenai County 
PO Box 9000 
·· ·'·1fAT£ Of'"fOAHO J 
COUNTY OF KOITENAllSS 
FILED: 
2013 NOY 12 PN It: lt2 
Coeur d'Alene, Idaho 83814 
Phone: (208) 446-1700; Fax: (208) 446-1701 EftK ~ST.TlficT ee IIT 
Bar Number: 6222 ~ 
y 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF KOOTENAI 
STATE OF IDAHO, 
Plaintiff, 
V. 












CASE NUMBER CR-13-0017749 
Fel 
ORDER FOR MENTAL 
HEALTH EVALUATION 
PURSUANT TO I.C. § 19-2524 
---------------
IT IS HEREBY ORDERED pursuant to Idaho Code § 19-2524 that the Idaho Department of 
ll!LOJ.'vt,...-...~ w-tl.t'ct."r-L. 
~erreetioa conduct a mental health evaluation. The Defendant may be required to reimburse the 
Department for the expenses)nvolved. Disposition Kset for November 25, 2013 at 3:30 p.m. ,~ VGc..C&l kk 
OA>-t_ W..~ \ \ b.A... re...- S,.t.. ~ bLi ~~ ( .. «M l-+, 
uATED this \~ day of November, 2013. 
\_~ L.\\ "'f~ 
LANSIN :A YNES 
DISTRICT JUDGE 
CLERK'S CERTIFICATE 
I hereby certify that a true and correct copy of the foregoing was personally served by placing 
a copy of the same as indicated below on the ( J day of November, 2013, addressed to: 
Kootenai County Public Defender FAX 446-170¥ ~ 
Kootenai County Prosecutor FAX 446-1833 ..... ~ Th 
Probation & Parole FAX 769-1481 )./1-v~JP 
ORDER FOR MENTAL 
HEALTH EVALUATION PURSUANT TO I.C. § 19-2524 Page 1 
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STATE OF IOAH0 l 
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Log of 1K-COURTROOM9 0n 1/6/2014 Page 1 of 1 
I 
Description CR 2011-15675 Williston, Robert 20140106 Probation Violation 
£'D 1MO 177>0 \Mmo,M o~h~ ... 1n1'n1nqQ:~;M J~d;~ H~;~~;o ..,.,,o,u", ,wu~" ~u ,~u ,uu m~HU>H~/r 
Clerk Suzi Sverdsten ...., 
1
~ 
Court Reporter Charlotte Crouch . ' '/Q 
Date II 1/6/2014 II Location II 1 K-COURTROOM9 
Time s 
02:24:47 PM J 
02:26:21 PM 
PD 




02:28:44 PM J 
02:30:37 PM 
Def 
02:32:51 PM J 
02:33:24 PM End 
Note 
Def is in custody. PD-Chris Schwartz KCPA-Donna Gardner 
Bonner PA-Shane Greenbank 
Request continuance. Cases reassigned to me and def does not 
want to work with me. I will talk to my supervisors about getting a 
conflict attorney. 
No objection. 
He had Linda Payne and I guess the relationship resolved. My 
concern by resetting, he hasn't complied with the mental eval. We 
have a victim in this case that needs closure. State objects to the 
continuance. No testimony, victim has executed a letter. 
Vacate the hearing today. 
I'm not shopping for an attorney. I would proceed without an 
attorney, I've had no help, no satisfaction. I would like this to come 
to an end today. 
February 5 at 3:30 p.m. for sentencing and disposition. 
Produced by FTR Gold™ 
www.fortherecord.com 
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i Frum:BOHNER COUNTY PROSECUTOR 12082636726 
BONNER COUNTY PROSECUTOR'S OFFICE 
127 S. First Avenue 
Sandpoint, ID 83864 
Tele: (208) 263-6714 
Fax: (208) 263-6726 
01/08/2014 13:18 1264 P.001/003 
STATE OF IOAHO J 
COUNTY OF KOITENAIJSS 
F'ILED: 
20 I~ JAN - 8 PtU2: ~r. 
IN THE DISTRCT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATEOF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF KOOTENAI 
STATE OF IDAHO 
Plaintiff, 
V. 












Case No: CR-2013-17749 
MOTION TO RESET SENTENCING 
HEARING 
COMES NOW, Shane Greenbank:, Chief Deputy Prosecuting Attorney for Bonner County, State of 
Idaho, and Specially Assigned Prosecutor for Kootenai County, and hereby moves the Court to reschedule 
the Sentencing hearing in this matter. 
The basis of this motion is that at the time the Court set the hearing, the assigned and below-signed 
prosecutor represented that the matter could be heard on 2/5/14 because he assumed that if he had other 
pressing matters in his own jurisdiction to attend to, another prosecutor from his office could attend the 
sentencing hearing. However, the assigned prosecutor has since realized that the current setting conflicts 
with the biannual prosecutor's conference in Boise. Bonner County currently has 5 designated criminal 
prosecutors that could see a case such as this through to fruition, but 3 of them, including the assigned 
prosecutor in this matter, will be attending the conference. That leaves 2 criminal prosecutors to handle 
the dockets of 5 in Bonner County, before 3 judges, during that period. As the current setting would result 
in losing 1 of the 2 remaining prosecutors for several hours in our own county, the State is respectfully 
requesting that the sentencing hearing be re-set so that it does not create an undue hardship on the Bonner 
County prosecutor's office and the administration of justice within the county. 
MOTION TO RESET SENTENCING HEARING 
Robert Michael Williston 42115 52 of 104
From:BOHHER COUNTY PROSECUTOR 12082636726 01/08/2014 13:20 1264 P.002/003 
In the event the Kootenai County Public Defender's Office will not stipulate to a re-set of this hearing, 
the State requests the Court set a hearing on this motion and allow the State to appear telephonically. 
~~#, 
Shane Greenbank 
Bonner County Chief Deputy Prosecuting Attorney 
Specially Assigned Prosecutor for Kootenai County 
[ ] Objection by Kootenai County Public Defender 
DATED this 8th day of January, 2014. 
[ ] No Objection by Kootenai County Public Defender 
DATED this __ day of January, 2014. 
Kootenai County Public Defender 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I hereby certify that on the 8th day ()f January, 2014, I caused a true and correct copy of this 
Motion to be served as follows: 
[ ] Shane Greenbank 
Fax: 208-263-6726 
[ J Kootenai County Public Defender 
Attn: Chris Schwartz??? 
Fax: 208-446-1701 
MOTION TO RESET SENTENCING HEARING 
Shane Greenbank · 
Chief Deputy Prosecuting Attorney 
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From:BONNER COUNTY PROSECUTOR 12082636726 01/08/2014 13:21 1t264 P.003/003 
STATE.OF IDAHO 1 "'""u·u·"" ,,.,,. uo ............ . f S! 
l.iU "IT ur " u It.""" -
IN THE DISTRCT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT O~l'rlfu 
STATEOF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF KOOTEN1tfl~ JAN -9 AH 7: ~1.. 
STATE OF IDAHO 
Plaintiff, 
V. 












Case No: CR-2013-17749 
ORDER TO RESET SENTENCING 
HEARING 
WHEREAS the State, by and through Shane Greenbanl(, Specially Assigned Prosecutor from 
Bonner County, has filed its Motion to Reset Sentencing Hearing, and good cause appearing; 
IT IS HEREBY ORDERED that the Sentencing Hearing, docketed for February 5, 2014, is 
VACATED. 
IT IS FURTHER ORDERED that the Clerk of the Court shall docket and reset Sentencing 
Hearing for the [Df2,_y of fe/Jc<1. ()_0{ , 2014, at P3 V o'clock ,p.m .. 
SO ORDERED this~ day of January. 2014. 
DISTRICT JUDGE 
CLERK'S CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I hereby certify that on the ..1-- day of January, 2014, I caused a true and correct copy of this 
Order to be served as follows: 
M- Shane Greenbank 
ti.'\ Fax: 208-263-6726 
'lr-r" Kopt~nai County Public Defender 
<i-'< l)<J. Fax: 208-446-1701 
. t I·IOM 
ORDER TO RESET SENTENCING HEARING 
puty Clerk . 
S'ito 
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02/07/2014 FRI 9:31 FAX 446170? -~ PUBLIC DEFENDER~~~ Dist. Court-file docs 14)001/003 
RUSH 
J. Bradford Chapman, Sr. Staff Attorney 
The Law Office of the Public Defender of Kootenai County 
PO Box 9000 
Coeur d'Alene, Idaho 83816 
Phone: (208) 446-1700; Fax: (208) 446-1701 
BarNumber: 5101 
~ LI ' 'i FEB - 7 AM 9: 14 
CU:4K DISTAiCT COURT 
~fl& >,~ia 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF KOOTENAI 
STATE OF IDAHO, 
Plaintiff, 
V. 












CASE NUMBER CR-13-0017749V 
CR-11-0015675 
MOTION TO CONTINUE HEARING 
---------------
COMES NOW, the above named defendant, by and through his attorney, J. Bradford 
Chapman, Sr. Staff Attorney, and hereby moves the Court for an Order continuing the hearing 
now set for February 10, 2014. 
This motion is made due to the reassignment of case to conflict counsel. 
,_..,, 
DATEDthis ____ dayofFebruary, 2014. 
BY: 
MOTION TO CONTINUE HEARING 
0. • .... ,RO O --: 
Page 1 
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02/07/2014 FRI 9: 31 FAX 446170? - ~ PUBLIC DEFENDER +->--> Dist. Court-file docs [4]002/003 
CERTIFICATE OF DELIVERY 
I hereby certify that a true and correct copy of the foregoing was personally served by placing 
.a copy of the same as indicated below on the 7 day ofFebruary, 2014, addressed to: 
Bonner County Prosecutor Fax 208-263-6726 
-¥- ViaFax 
Interoffice Mail 
MOTION TO CONTINUE HEARING 
. . . 
Q~ 
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02/07/2014 FRI 11:30 FAX 44617()"· ; PUBLIC DEFENDER++-> Dist. Court--f'ile docs ~001/003 
RUSH 
J. Bradford Chapman, Sr. Staff Attorney 
The Law Office of the Public Defender of Kootenai County 
PO Box 9000 
Coeur d'Alene, Idaho 83 816 
Phone: (208) 446-1700; Fax: (208) 446-1701 
Bar Num~r: 5101 
.u1'i FEB-7 AH 11: 13 
CLb,K DISTR!C f COURT 
~04 .,tJ4o:x1a 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF KOOTENAI 
STATE OF IDAHO, 
Plaintiff, 
V. 










) ______________ ) 
CASE NUMBER CR-13-0017749 
CR-11-0015675 
AMENDED 
MOTION TO CONTINUE HEARING 
COMES NOW, the above named defendant, by and through his attorney, J. Bradford 
Chapman, Sr. Staff Attorney, and hereby moves the Court for an Order continuing the hearing 
now set for February 10, 2014. 
· This motion is made due to the reassignment of case to conflict counsel. 
PATEDthis 7 day of February, 2014. 
BY:. 
ArvJ.ENDED 
MOTION TO CONTINUE HEARING 
W OFFICE OF THE PUBLIC 
ER OF KOOTENAI COUNTY 
J. BRADFORD CHAPMAN 
SR. STAFF ATTORNEY 
Page 1 
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02/07/2014 FRI 11: 30 FAX 446170?. : PUBLIC DEFENDER ->->-> Dist. Court-file docs 14]002/003 
CERTIFICATE OF DELIVERY 
I hereby certify that a true and correct copy of the foregoing was personally served by placing 
a copy of the same as indicated below on the 7 day of February, 2014, addressed to: 
Bonner County Prosecutor Fax 208-263-6726 
Kootenai County Prosecutor Fax 208-446-1833 \. 
~ ~ ~4-d'ne s (~sy w~<r \o<J- -+~) 
. ~~ ----·· 
AMENDED 
MOTION TO CONTINUE HEARING Page2 
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Log of 1K-COURTROOM8 c." 10/2014 Page 1 of 1 
I Description I CR 2013-17749 Williston, Robert 20140210 Sentencing CR 2011-15675 \/Villiston, Robert 20140210 Probation Vioiation 
Judge Haynes 
Q,A, Court Reporter Charlotte Crouch }vt1~~. Clerk Suzi Sverdsten 
D 10/2014 II Location 111 K-COURTROOM8 -
Time Speaker Note 
01:48:21 PM 
J 
Defis in custody. PD-Lynn Brooks KCPA-Eileen McGovern 
Bonner PA-Shane Greenbank 
01:49:49 PM PD's office was representing def until Friday 2/7. I got the file 
Friday afternoon. PD office filed a Motion to Cont. Would violate 
defs 6th amendment right if we proceed. I am not prepared for 
PD sentencing. Def has been frustrated due to many attorneys in 
case and no contact. Def now wants the mental health eval after 
reading the PSI. He does need the eval and it would be 
appropriate. Not defs fault that he has been passed from attorney 
to attorney. Motion for the eval was filed 11/5. 
01 :56:11 PM Bonner 
Nov. 12th the order was signed. PA 
01:57:16 P PD n-.,, · ·-nts to comply with an eval. 
01:57:24 PM Bonner 2nd time we have been here for sentencing. The victim is here. 
PA State would prefer to move on. 
II 01:58:1~CPA -'.~· to proceed. 
01:59:34 P D efs wife isn't being victimized by the continuance. 
02:00:14 PM J 




02:04:12 PM END 
Will vacate and reset. PA can preserve testimony. 
I prefer not taking testimony today. 
Reset. Not done to delay or vex that def wants mental health eval. 
Bonner PA can submit a cost bill of yourself and victim's expense 
of being here today. Inappropriate to expect new attorney to 
proceed today. Reset to March 24th at 3:30 pm. 
Produced by FTR Gold™ 
www.fortherecord.com 
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Log of 1K-COURTROOM9 on '1/10/2014 Page 1 of2 
Description ?,~!~~3~,:~~~9 Williston, Robert i'\140310 S~~u~ p~n,e~c-71 
C~".,"rj R~0t~rt;, Keri Veare (~ ~ -~ f (j 
Clerk Amy Hodge l I K ~ v 
Date 3/10/2014 11 ~=:::tion -OQU~TROOM9 ' 
I Time I Speak!!J[ Note 
110:33:48 AM I Judge Calls case, Def- Robert Williston present in custody, DA- Lynn 
: Haynes Brooks, PA - Shane Greenbank present telephonically 
10:33:54 AM Status conference set by the court based on the documents 
sent in from the defendant. 
10:34:56 AM DA- Lynn I was not aware of the filings. We spoke for about an hour last 
Brooks week. He wants a motion to withdraw his guilty plea. 
10:35:22 AM He also wants a motion to file for discovery. There was a 
response. Concerned about how close to the sentencing date 
we are that Mr Williston will not have that information for his 
sentencing. 
110:36:22 AM I Judge 
: Haynes 
In the file is a request filed for Supplemental Discovery. 
110:36:44 AM 
: Greenbank 
I PA- Shane State has not received information. 
10:37:08 AM DA- Lynn From my point of view I am still representing him. I do not know 
Brooks if his concerns are relieved. 
10:37:31 AM I would wish that Mr Brooks continue representing me. I had 
misgivings of lack of contact. I have had no real contact with 
previous attorneys. Ms Brooks tried to remedy that. It seems J 
Def- Robert inappropriate to me that I only have had 3 hours with an 
Williston attorney. I am waiting for material from PA that will show. Right 
now Ms Brooks is trying to represent me in a judicious matter. 
She is moving forward and accomplishing things I have 
requested. I am going to continue with her. 
10:39:52 AM Judge Court removes counsel but you do not. Not your choice. Either 
Haynes her, yourself or hire own attorney. 
10:40:17 AM Directing any motion to filed for withdraw of guilty plea and trial 
must be filed,,, 
10:40:39 AM DA- Lynn 




3/24/2014 at 330 at time of sentencing and if the motion is 
granted then we will set for trial otherwise we will proceed with 
Haynes sentencing. 
10:40:59 AM DA- Lynn 
Prepared to file motion for discovery. 
Brooks 
file://R:\LogNotes - HTML\District\Criminal\Haynes\CR 2013-17749 Williston, Robert 20 ... 3/10/2014 
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Log of 1K-COURTROOM9 on 1 110/2014 
10:41 :21 AM II ~t:~~:~ 
nay11c::;:, 
10:42:18 AM DA- Lynn 
Brooks 
Coordinate with my clerk for a hearing date. 
Def is satisfied with where things are today. 
10:42:28 AM Def - Robert · · b f"I d 
W.11. t Agree. Ask long as motion 1s ready to e I e . I IS on 
10:42:41 AM Judge 
Haynes 
:48 AM !End 
I No later than 5pm tomorrow. 
Produced by FTR Gold™ 
www.fortherecord.com 
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~ 
2J14-03- ,.J 11:33 J. Lynn Brooks, Atto . ~~ .. -"5-0220 » 208 4461188 
J. Lynn Brooks, Attorney at Law 
Conflict Public Defender 
P.O. Box 2931 
Hayden, Idaho 8383S 
Telephone: (208) 665-038S 
Fax: (208) 665-0220 
brookslawcda@roadnmner.com 
Bar Number: 3623 
tUiltf1AR IO AtHl: '45 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF KOOTENAI 
STATE OF IDAHO, 












MOTION TO WITHDRAW GUILTY PLEA 
ROBERT MICHAEL WILLISTON, 
Defendant. ) -------------' 
COMES NOW, the above named defendant, by and through his attorney, J. Lynn Brooks, and 
pursuant to Idaho Criminal Rule 33(c) hereby moves the Court to allow Detcndant to withdraw his 
guilty plea previously entered in the above-entitled case. The grounds for this Motion are that 
Defendant's guilty plea was not made knowingly, intelligently or voluntarily. 
This Motion is made prior to imposition of sentence. 
Coun11el requests that this motion be set for hearing in order to present oral argument, 
evidence and/or testimony in support thereof. Requested time is thirty (30) minutes. 
DATED this \rj\~ day ofMarch, 2014. 
MOTION TO WITHDRAW GUILTY PLEA 
~· .. ··. (~4LL 
-~~~ 
. OOKS 
ATTORNEY FOR DEFENDANT 
Page 1 
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CERTIFICATE OF DELIVERY 
1 hereby certify that a true and correct copy of the foregoing was personally served by placing 
a copy of the same as indicated below on the\~\, day of March, 2014, addressed lo: 
Kootenai County Prosecutor via fax to 446-1833 
Bonner County Prosecutor as Special Prosecutor via fax to (208) 263-6726 
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J. Lynn Brooks, Attorney at Law 
Conflict Public Defender 
P.O. Box 2931 
Hayden, Idaho 83835 
Telephone: (208) 665-0385 
Fax: (208) 665-0220 
brookslawcda@roadrunner.com 
Bar Number: 3623 
:,(Afl: Of (W-tQ }SS 
.,JUN1Y Cf !roN · 
:i:ED: 
· u, 4 HAR I O AM I I : If 5 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF KOOTENAI 
STATE OF IDAHO, 
Plaintiff, 
V. 









Defendant ) -------------· 
CASE NUMBER CR-13-17749 
MOTION TO COMPEL 
COMES NOW, the above named defendant, by and through hls attorney, J, Lynn Brooks, and 
pursuant to Idaho Criminal Rule 16(t)(2) hereby moves the Court to order the State to comply with 
Defendant's Request for Discovery filed herein on or about February 19, 2014, and further moves the 
Court for sanctions. 
This Motion is made on the grounds that while the State did file a document entitled 
"Plaintiffs Supplemental Response to Specific Request for Discovery" whioh was received by 
defense cowisel on March 3, 2014, said Supplemental Response did not actually provide any of the 
infonnation requested in Defendant's Supplemental Request for Discovery. The Supplemental 
Response did state that the information requested is not in the possession of the Prosecuting Attorney 
and that a request for the information has been submitted. However, as of the date of the filing of 
this Motion to Compel, no supplemental response has been received. Defendant's sentencing 
hearing is scheduled to take place on March 24. 2014, and the discovery requested is necessary tn 
prepare for Defendant's defense at bis sentencing hearing. 
Counsel requests that this motion be set for hearing in order to present oral argument, 
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evidence and/or testimony in support thereof. Requested time is ten (10) minutes. 
DATED this \ ~, day of March, 2014. 
,~4 
J.. OKS 
ATTORNEY FOR DEFENDANT 
CERTiffCATI: OF DELIVERY 
I hereby certify that a true and correct copy of the foregoing was personally served by placing 
a copy of the same as indicated below on the \~""', day of March, 2014, addressed to: 
Kootenai County Prosecutor via fax to 446-1833 
Bonner County Prosecutor as Special Prosecutor via fax to (208) 263-6726 
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I 
Description I CR 2013-17749 Williston, Robert 201403Q Motion to Compel 
l,,~nol-lm,noo ~ 'c;';;;r s~;r s:;rdsten .. 
Court Reporter Val Nunemacher R..1'.f½ 
Date 3/18/2014 :: ~=:ation 1Gi<-couRTROOM10 
I Time I Speak~fo; Note 
04:38:23 PM J f is in custody. Bonner PA-Shane Greenbank PD-Lynn Brooks 
04:39:36 PM 2/19/14 I filed a Supp Request for Discovery. Defs wife had 
written a letter addressed to the Court. She makes certain claims 
about her impairments and medical treatments. At 1 this 
PD 
afternoon I rec'd a fax of some medical records. Comparing those 
to the claims of Mrs. Williston, discovery not complied with. 3 & 4 
complied with but the rest has not. Sentencing is in a week. Ask 
the Court not allow to produce or profer claims that haven't been 
verified. 
04:44:49 PM The victim wrote a letter to the Court to be considered at 
PA sentencing. As far as headaches, I'm not sure how to document 
that. 
04:47:42 PM J 
The Court has not received the letter. Records requested 
subsequent to a certain date. 
I~ PA I was looking at #5. 
8~: ~-e:~2 PM J Post incident medical records. 
04:49:20 PM We didn't get the medical! docs until yesterday. I haven't even 
PA looked at them, I've been in court all day. She was gone from 
Feb. 25 until Monday and she was sick. 
04 52 ~- -- • : • . Jo..J I IVI J y not documented from the victim? 
04:52:45 PM PA I don't know what is in the discovery, I can't comment. 
04:53:05 PM Extreme headaches, beyond the norm. Post incident time frame. 
PD Impairments and treatments are direct result of the crime, 
requesting results after they occurred. 
04:54:30 P J Recess for PA to speak with Mr. Williston. 
05:00:46 PJ&_ J Back on the record. 
05:01:05 PM Made it half way through the discovery, we have percentages of 
PA vision. Endevour to get this stuff, I'm not a doctor and hard to read their writings. Objection to the counselor, not required to provide 
content. 
05:03:05 PM Discretion of the Court. Sentencing is 3/24 3:30 pm. Require 
J 
State to provide records of all of the requested subject matter with 
exception of headaches. NL T close of the day Thursday. If not 
than any claims cannot be put forward to the Court. 
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nd 
It is appropriate for the defense to have these records. 
Produced by FTR Gold™ 
www.fortherecord.com 
Page 2 of2 
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J. Lynn Brooks, Attorney at Law 
Conflict Public Defender 
P.O. Box 2931 
Hayden, Idaho 83835 
Telephone: (208) 665-0385 
Fax: (208) 665-0220 
brookslawcda@roadrunner.com 
Bar Nwnber: 3623 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF KOOTENAI 
STA TE OF IDAHO, 
CASE NUMBER CR-13-17749 
Plaintiff. 











MOTION TO WITHDRAW GUILTY PLEA 
ROBERT MICHAEL WILLISTON, 
Defendant. ______________ ) 
COMES NOW, the above named defendant, by and through his attorney, J. Lynn Brooks, 
Conflict Public Defender, and hereby submits the following authority in support of Robert Michael 
Wllliston·s Motion to withdraw his plea: 
Motions with withdraw guilty pleas are controlled by Idaho Criminal Rule 33(c): 
A motion to withdraw a plea of guilty may be made only before sentence is imposed 
or imposition of sentence is suspended; but to correct manifest injustice the court 
after sentence may set aside tht: judgment of conviction and permit the defendant to 
withdraw defendant's plea. 
Idaho Criminal Rule 33(c). 
A plea of guilty must be made voluntarily, knowingly, and intelligently in order to he valid. 
Stale v. Howell, 104 Idaho 393, 396 (Ct. App. 1983 ). The trial court is not required specifically to 
AUTHORITY IN SUPPORT OF MOTION TO WITHDRAW GUILTY PLEA Page 1 
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enumerate rights which a defendant waives by pleading guilty, so long as the record, and reasonable 
inferences drawn therefrom, affumatively show that the plea was voluntary, that the defendant 
knowingly and intelligently waived his constitutional rights to a jury trial, to confront his accusers, 
and to refrain from self-incrimination, and that the defendant understood the consequences of 
pleading guilty. Id. The trial court also must inform the defendant of the intent elements requisite to 
the charged offense. Id. Whether to grant a motion to withdraw a guilty plea is left to the sound 
discretion of the Court. Such discretion should be liberally applied. State v. Jackson, 96 Idaho 584, 
587 (1975). 
Mr. Williston has moved to withdraw his plea prior to imposition of sentence. As such, 
defendant must show a "just reason" for withdrawing the plea. State v. Arthur, 145 Idaho 219, 222 
(2008). "The 'just reason· standard does not require that defendant establish a constitutionaJ defect 
in the guilty plea. (Citations omined)." Hanslovan, 147 Idaho 530, 536 (Ct. App. 2008). A plea 
may be withdrawn without an allegation that the defendant is innocent of the charge to which the 
plea was entered. State v. Simons, 112 Idaho 254,256 (Ct. App. 1987). 
The defendant bears the burden of showing that withdrawal of the plea should be allowed. 
State v. Dopp, 124 Idaho 481, 485 (1993). The failure to support a plausible reason will dictate 
against granting a withdrawal, Id. Before sentencing, the inconvenience to ili.c court and pro5~ution 
resulting from a change of plea is ordinarily slight as compared to protecting the right of the accused 
to trial by jury. Hansfovan, 147 Idaho at 53S, citing State v. Johnson, 120 Idaho 408,415 (Ct. App. 
1991). 
If a just reason is shown, the State may avoid the granting of the motion by showing that 
pr~iudice would result if the plea were withdrawn. State v. Flowers, ISO Idaho 568, 571 (2011). 
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'"' \ . 
DATED this~\ 'S"'"\- day of March, 2014. 
CERTIFICATE OF DELIVERY 
I hereby certify that a true and correct copy of the foregoing was personally served by placing 
a copy of the same as indicated below on the ~5' day of March, 2014, addressed to: 
Kootenai County Prosecutor via fax to 446-1833 
Bonner County Prosecutor as Special Prosecutor via fax to (208) 263-6726 
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Description CR 2013-17749 Williston, Robert 20140324 Sentencing 
CR 20·1 ·1-·15675 Vviiiiston, Robert 20i40324 Probation Violation 
Judge Haynes ~ ' · 
Court Reporter Val Nunemacher ~' ,\ \ u (,)_ : "'ii' /, 
Clerk Amy Hodge I . \'~ iv) u 
I Datell 3/24/2014 I Location '--tf K-COU_RTROpM7 ( 
~ 
I Time I Speak~l Note 
I 03:34:54 PM I Judge Calls case, Def- Robert Williston present in custody, DA- Lynn 
Haynes Brooks, PA - Laura McClinton, Special PA - Shane Greenbank 
03:36:08 PM Motion to withdraw guilty plea. 
03:36:26 PM DA- Lynn Ready to proceed. 
Brooks 
03:36:45 PM PA-Shane Ready. 
Green bank 
03:36:50 PM Judge Court has read the documents. Rough transcript sent to both 
Haynes parties. 
03:37:16 A ~;:v,;;;ived. 
03:37:23 PM DA- Lynn Ask to have Mr Williston sworn to testify. 
Brooks 
03:37:50 Prv~ 
~ Gives oath v11:::;11'\ 
I 03:37:55 PM I DA- Lynn lox I Brooks 
03:38:16 PM Robert Michael WILLISTON. I am the defendant. I previously 
Def- entered a guilty plea to strangulation. Ask the court to allow me 
Robert to withdraw my guilty plea. Guilty plea was not made knowingly, 
Williston intelligently or voluntarily entered. I had a previous attorney, 
Linda Payne. 
03:39:19 PM I told my attorney that I did not strangle my wife. She said by 
placing hands on her neck is strangulation. Thinking she had my 
best interest at heart, I agreed a plea agreement. I could have 
been in jail the rest of my life as a habitual offender. As to the 
plea offer, it was presented to me by Ms Payne. At the time the 
plea agreement was presented to me I had seen my attorney for 
5 minutes total. 10/4/14 I believe at the arraignment. She spoke 
with prosecutor and came back with the plea offer and was told 
if I didn't take the plea then he was going to recommend 10 yrs 
fixed and 5 yrs indeterminate. 
03:40:44 PM 
Strangulation was 15 years. They were going to drop the 2nd 
charge. If you touched wife by the neck it is strangulation. I was 
not given all the factual information on strangulation. There has 
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II to be willful act. I did not do that. I did not have enough time with 
attorney. Spur of the moment act or the plea would be 
withdrawn. Faced with a habitual offender recommendation was 
unsettling. When I accepted the offer it was for the state to not 
add habitual offender enhancement to the charge. I was advised 
that if I did not accept the offer then it would be a 10 fixed prison 
term. 
03:42:21 PM I was given impression that the state was going to offer less with 
accepting the plea. 10 yr Fixed and 5 yr Indeterminate 
recommendation. Common sense said that if I accepted offer it 
would be less of a term. I looked into the law facilities at the jail 
and during course of research, 1 instance does not constitute 2 
crimes. Re: State vs Moffitt. Explains. I put this in the motion for 
my withdraw I sent to the court. 
03:43:41 PM When I was charged for Dom Battery and Strangulation that is 
the same offense and they got me to plead to the higher offense 
so I would not be a habitual offender. The rough transcript was 
received and read. I am familiar with it. I made statements at the 
arraignment accepting responsibility for the crime. I made 
statements to the allegations of slapping my wife. I did not 
strangle, kick or hit my wife. 
03:45:13 PM I did enter a plea of guilty to strangulation. I felt I was coerced. I 
was not able to give a true plea. It is trying to cut breath off and I 
at no time did that. The plea I entered was not knowingly, 
intelligently and voluntarily entered. 
03:46:16 PM PA- Shane ex 
Greenbank 
03:46:20 PM Def- I do not recall you saying you would not expire that day the 
Robert pretrial settlement would remain open if he needs time. Pg 15 of 
Williston transcript. Reads. 
03:48:00 PM Judge So I do want the record to reflect. Corrects. 
Haynes 
03:48:18 PM Def- That does not jog memory. I understand the recommendations 
Robert would be open to ask for what I want. I remember the 10 yr 
Williston Fixed and 5 yr Indeterminate recommendation. 
03:49:07 PM Judge Excuses the witness Haynes 
03:49:21 PM DA- Lynn 
No more witnesses or documents. Brooks 
03:49:31 PM PA- Shane 
No witnesses or documents. 
Greenbank 
03:49:40 PM DA- Lynn I filed a legal authority on Friday. Faxed to state and court at the 
Brooks same time. State is saying they did not receive it. 
03:50:32 PM Judge 
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Haynes Off the record to read. I 
03:50:43 PM Court has read the submission with rule and case law. Court 
had read the cases. 
03:54:38 PM Because this is a motion prior to sentencing. The defendant 
must show a reason. He was rushed to make a decision in too 
short of a time. He had a misunderstanding to the crime and felt 
DA- Lynn that there was misrepresentation. It was represented to him that 
Brooks one of the charges would be dismissed but because of the 
Moffitt case, he feels he was not getting any benefit since he 
could not be sentenced on both charges. Ask the court to grant 
motion. 
03:56:13 PM Judge Courts Exhibit 1 will be made part of the record. 
Haynes 
03:56:33 PM You had gone over the rights with all individuals. When the court 
PA- Shane takes a plea there is extensive questions. No just reason. Offer 
Greenbank would remain open he had more time. Ask court to deny the 
motion. 
03:57:37 PM I think that at the time that Mr Greenbank made the offer, the 
statement made, Mr Williston was already in a situation where 
he had accepted offer thinking he had to take it right then or it 
DA- Lynn would be revoked. Defendants may not internalize everything in 
Brooks the heat of the moment. The fact that after the offer and on the 
record, Mr Greenbank said that statement, it did not give Mr 
Williston enough time. I do not think that statement had 
meaningful impact to Mr Williston. 
03:59:24 PM Judge Off the record. 
Haynes 
o~_:;g~~ on the record. 
04:00:13 PM DA- Lynn I agree to have this transcript added to the official record 
Brooks 
04:00:22 PM Judge Back off the record. 
Haynes 
04:12:47 PM Back on the record. The court is going to take this under 
advisement. A memorandum order will be issued as soon as 
possible. If granted a PTC/Jury trial will be set. 
04:13:32 PM PA- Shane As soon as possible. 
Greenbank 
04:13:43 PM DA- Lynn Not prior to May. I have a trial in April in Boundary County. It 
Brooks starts 4/14/14 and 2 days. 
04:14:14 PM Judge If thic wni ,lrl gn in ~A,;:,y it \A/1"'\I ,lrl ho nn +ho A+h 
Haynes 
11 t.lllV W '-'\.CIU V 111 IU IL VYV\.AIU UV VII LIIV VL I. 
04:14:55 p~ urt does not allow the motion then when for sentencing? 
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II 04:15:15 PM I PA- Shane I . I . Greenbank As soon as possible. 
I 04:15:24 PM I DA- Lynn 
Brooks 
I 04:16:17 PM I Judge 
Haynes 
I 04: 18:32 PM II End I 
I do not need enough time just not a time when I am somewhere 
else. 
Reviewing the calendar. If the court denies the motion then 
4/1/14 at 3pm for sentencing. If trial then that to begin 5/6/14 
and 4/17/14 for PTC. Probation violation will travel along. 
Produced by FTR Gold™ 
www. fortherecord. com 
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF KOOTENAI 
STATE OF IDAHO, ) CASE NO. CR-13-17749 
) 
Plaintiff, ) MEMORANDUM AND ORDER 
) DENYING DEFENDANT'S MOTION 
vs. ) TO WITHRA W GUILTY PLEA 
) 
ROBERT MICHAEL WILLISTON, ) 
) 
Defendant. ) 
Shane Greenbank, Attorney for Plaintiff. 
J. Lynn Brooks, Attorney for Defendant. 
I. PROCEDURE AND FACTS 
On October 4, 2013, Defendant pled guilty to the charge of Attempted 
Strangulation, I.C. § 18-923, as charged in Count I of the Information. That count 
specifically charged Defendant with: 
... willfully and unlawfully choke or attempt to strangle the 
person of Sheri Williston, to wit: by wrapping his hand or 
hands around the victim's throat and squeezing, and where 
Sheri Williston and the Defendant are household members. 
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The parties have stipulated that a rough transcript of that plea change hearing, 
filed as Court's Exhibit 1, is an accurate transcription of that hearing. Sentencing in the 
matter was scheduled for November 25, 2013; that date was amended to January 6, 2014. 
The ordered Pre-sentence Investigation report was filed on November 18, 2013; 
that report recommended the court retain jurisdiction. The sentencing date was again 
continued to February 10, 2014, and yet again to March 24, 2014. 
Mr. Williston and his counsel, Ms. J. Lynn Brooks, appeared in court at a status 
conference on March 10, 2014, at which defense counsel indicated she would be 
following up on Mr. Williston's wish that a motion to withdraw guilty plea would be 
filed. That motion was filed that same day of March 10, 2014. 
The Court held a hearing on Defendant's Motion to Withdraw Guilty Plea on 
March 24, 2014. That motion alleged that Defendant's guilty plea was not entered 
knowingly, voluntarily nor intelligently. Defendant testified in support of his motion and 
cited four (4) reasons: 
1) Defendant's counsel at the time the guilty plea was entered had erroneously 
informed Defendant that he was guilty of attempted strangulation under Idaho 
law if his hands merely touched the throat of the victim, 
2) Defendant had insufficient time with his attorney prior to the guilty plea to be 
ready to knowingly and intelligently plead guilty, 
3) Defendant was pressured by the prosecution to accept a favorable plea 
agreement by pleading guilty on October 4, 2013, or a more harsh sentence 
recommendation would be made by the State at sentencing, 
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4) Idaho's prohibition against double jeopardy precluded Defendant from being 
guilty of both Attempted Strangulation (Count I) and Felony Domestic Battery 
(Count II - dismissed upon the guilty plea to Attempted Strangulation). 
II. LAW AND ANALYSIS 
A defendant's motion to withdraw a guilty plea prior to sentencing is governed by 
I.C.R. 33( c ), and the defendant must present a just reason supporting his motion. Griffith 
v. State, 121 Idaho 371, 825 P.2d 94 (Ct. App. 1992). The Court is aware that its 
decision in such a motion is discretionary, and the Court is aware that caselaw provides 
that relief of the withdrawal of a guilty plea should be liberally applied if a just reason is 
presented. 
The Court is also aware that it is not error to deny a motion to withdraw a guilty 
plea where the record supports that the guilty plea was entered knowingly, intelligently 
and voluntarily. State v. Dye, 124 Idaho 250, 858 P.2d 789 (Ct. App. 1993). A guilty 
plea is voluntary and understood if: 
1) the defendant understood the nature of the charges and was not coerced, 
2) the defendant knowingly and intelligently waived his rights to a jury trial, to 
confront his accusers, and to refrain from incriminating himself; and, 
3) the defendant understood the consequences of pleading guilty. 
State v. Acevedo, 131 Idaho 513,960 P.2d 196 (Ct. App. 1998). 
In the instant case Mr. Williston has supported his motion by an assertion that he 
had not had sufficient time with his lawyers to really know what he was doing by 
pleading guilty. The record of the plea change hearing does not support this assertion. 
At that hearing Defendant asserted to the Court that he had had enough time with his 
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lawyer to feel comfortable and ready to plead guilty, and did not need more time with his 
lawyer before being ready to go forward (Ex. 1, p. 4). At a later point in the hearing 
Defendant affirmed that he had had enough time with his lawyer so that his decision to 
plead guilty was being made with the full advice of legal counsel. The Court stressed to 
Mr. Williston that it was important for the Court to know whether he'd had enough time 
to ask all the questions he should ask and get any advice he needed. Mr. Williston 
responded that he had nothing to discuss with counsel, and that he had done what he had 
been charged with. Yet again the Court expressed concern as to whether Mr. Williston 
had been afforded sufficient time with his lawyer, and whether he was comfortable going 
forward with a guilty plea. Defendant answered that he was guilty (Ex. 1, pp. 11-12). 
The Court addressed the issue of whether Defendant had had enough time with 
his lawyer to know what he was doing one last time. The Court explained that sometimes 
defendants seek to withdraw a guilty plea on the grounds that they had not had enough 
time with their lawyers; the Court specifically asked if Defendant should have more time 
with his lawyer. Defendant answered, "No, your Honor." (Ex. 1, p. 14). 
Based on the forgoing, it is difficult to find credible Defendant's testimony at the 
hearing on the motion to withdraw guilty plea that he did not knowingly enter his guilty 
plea because of insufficient time with his lawyer. 
Another asserted grounds for Defendant's withdrawal of guilty plea was that he 
had been pressured by the prosecution's plea offer to accept the proffered plea agreement 
on October 4, 2013, or face a harsher sentence recommendation from the prosecutor. 
However, the record reflects that the plea agreement did not contain a provision for a 
specific sentence recommendation from the State (Ex. 1, p. 5). Moreover, the State 
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specifically stated that the plea agreement offer would remain open if the Defendant 
needed more time with his lawyer; the prosecutor did not want Defendant to perceive that 
he was being "strong armed" into a guilty plea that particular day (Ex. 1, p. 15). Again, 
the Court finds Defendant's testimony on this issue incredible. 
A third grounds for Defendant's motion is that he really did not receive a 
favorable plea agreement because he could not have faced conviction for both counts in 
the Information. The Court finds this to not to be a ''just reason" required for withdrawal 
of a guilty plea because no accused person has the right to a plea agreement. Regardless, 
Defendant did not brief his double jeopardy argument to provide legal support for his 
assertion. 
The final of Defendant's reasons for withdrawal of a guilty plea was that he was 
misinformed by his counsel as to what actions constitute the crime of Attempted 
Strangulation. 
It is important to note that the Attempted Strangulation charge accused Defendant 
of "choking" or attempting to strangle the alleged victim by "wrapping his hand(s) 
around the victim's throat and squeezing" At one point in the plea colloquy when Mr. 
Williston was asked if he needed more time with his attorney, he responded by saying 
there was nothing for him to discuss (with his lawyer), that he was not denying this 
allegation ... that would be completely ludicrous (Ex. 1, pp. 11-12). This Court infers 
that Mr. Williston had read the allegation in Count I because he stated he would prefer 
not to hear the accusation read aloud when the Court offered to do so (Ex. 1, pp. 10-11 ). 
At another stage in the proceeding the Court specifically advised Defendant that Count I 
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alleged that he choked or attempted to strangle Sheri Williston and asked if that was true. 
Defendant answered, "Yes, sir." (Ex. 1, pp. 15-16). 
This Court again finds Mr. Williston's testimony of March 24, 2014, to lack 
credibility. As such the Court finds that Defendant has not met his burden of showing a 
just reason why he should be allowed to withdraw his guilty plea. 
It is my specific finding that Defendant's guilty plea to the charge of Attempted 
Strangulation was done knowingly, voluntarily and intelligently. I further find that Mr. 
Williston understood the nature of the charges and was not coerced (for all of the reasons 
cited above), that he knowingly and intelligently waived his right to a trial, to confront 
his accusers and to refrain from self incrimination (Ex. 1, pp. 8-9), and that he understood 
the consequences of his guilty plea (Ex. 1, pp. 4-8, 13). 
II. DISCUSSION 
This Court, in its discretion, finds that Defendant has not established a just reason 
to support his Motion to Withdraw Guilty Plea, and finds that his guilty plea to 
Attempted Strangulation was entered knowingly, voluntarily and intelligently. 
Defendant's Motion to Withdraw Guilty Plea is DENIED. Sentencing in CR-13-17749 
and disposition in CR-11-15675 continues to be set for April 1, 2014, at 3:00 p.m. 
DATED this ~-, day of March, 2014. 
Lansing~ aynes 
District Judge 
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CERTIFICATE OF MAILING/DELIVERY 
On this12].day of March, 2014, a true and correct copy of the foregoing was 
mailed in the U.S. Mails, postage prepaid, sent via interoffice mail, or sent via facsimile, 
addressed to the following: 
Shane Greenbank 
Bonner County Deputy Prosecutor 
Fax: 208-263-6726 
J. Lynn Brooks 
Attorney at Law 
Fax: 208-665-0220 
JIM BRANNON 
CLERK OF THE DISTRICT COURT 
By 2/< ~~ 
Deputy Clerk 
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Log of 1K-COURTROOM9 on I ' 1 12014 Page 1 of 3 
Description CR 2011-15675 Williston, Robert 20140401 Probation Violation 
CR 2013-17749 VVilliston, Robert 20140401 Sentencing 
Judge Haynes 
Clerk Suzi Sverdsten 
Court Reporter Val Nunemacher 
l~=====H==== 
/1 /2 Location 1 K-CO 
Time eaker 
03:02:05 PM J 




Def is in custody. PD-Lynn Brooks KCPA-Barry McHugh Bonner 
PA-Shane Greenbank 
The Court has read the PSI with the attachments. I have read the 
Addendum to the PSI. Court has read letters. 
When I talked to the def about the PSI report, his feeling was that it 
was slanted against him and not accurate. Corrections to PSI 
given. 
03:10:05 PM D Father Gordon is the Parish Priest at the Parish I attend. I have 
never spoken to him about this case. 
: 10:34 PM I PD II Continues corrections. 
03: 15: 10 PM Bonner 
PA 
03:15:26 PM PD 
7:58 PM J 
03:18:12 PM Bonner 
PA 
03:18:27 PM J 




03:22:56 PM J 
03:30:03 PM 
Victim is present. Choosing not to testify. Have exhibits. 
Objection. Not all claims verified. I object to the letter in total #5, 
don't objection to 6. I do object to #7. I object to #8. 
Should I receive the letter from Father Gordon? 
I'm fine with you not receiving that. 
We provided medical documents due to the Motion to Compel. 
Rule 101 (e)3. 
State didn't respond in a timely matter. After 3/18 I got records in 2 
different batches. Misrepresentations from Mrs Williston, she has 
exaggerated things. Dr. Benson is a general practioner and 
parenting what she told him. Not admissible. 
Reviews #8 to determine if I will consider it. Will accept 1-5, 7 & 8. 
Court will give it the appropriate weight. 
I never denied that I slapped my wife. I never strangled, kicked or 
punched her. The reason I slapped my wife is that she accused me 
of wanted to have sex with Linley, it was unbelievable to me, I 
slapped her and screamed at her. I was wrong for doing that. She 
was never in any jeopardy. All she cared about was money. I'm 
disgusted with myself. I felt I had no representation. PD office is 
overwhelmed. The injury she is alleging, she incurred that with 
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Log of 1K-COURTROOM9 on',, /2014 Page 2 of3 
Sean Gossett. Her left eye is permanately dialated. I've treated her 
better than anyone ever treated her, it must be greed. How can 
evalulator say I don't have PTS, I was abused, orphan for 10 yrs. 
I've been in jail for 8 months. I've written you letters. I've tried to 
provide a good house and be an up right man. Hope you consider 
Def a whole life of crazy hardships that I've overcome. Upset that I 
have to sit here with these crazy accusations. Injuries happened 
before. I feel I did the best I could and getting crapped on. I am the 
victim here and this has to stop. Most people in my situation would 
probably be terrorist, they'd be dead. I'm just tired. I've paid for my 
actions. I'd like to go free. 
03:42:13 PM 
J 
I did read your submissions, but couldn't accept it as a motion since 
you had counsel. 
03:42:50 PM I slapped her over 1/2 a dozen times. She was drunk out of her 
mind, I had to carry her out of the bar. If I had all these anger 
Def 
issues, how do you sit in jail in the worst part and not have 1 
incident, not 1 write up. How is that possible? I've remained 
patience, steadfast. I never raised my hand to my wife before this 
incident. I never tried to hurt her. 
03:48:42 PM I'm sorry to my wife for hitting her and her sons had to see her in 
Def the hospital and I forgive her for all this. I miss my old life. I ask for 
mercy. 
03:49:13 PM His version is not colloberated. Violent and brutal attack. He states 
he is the victim in this case. Risk to the public, saying all guys 
Bonner would beat their wives. He did accept the plea to the attempted 
PA strangulation. Poor performance at probation. Protect the public. 
Ask 10 fixed 5 indet. Not asking for retained juris. That is insulting. 
Restitution open for thirty days. In excess of $15,000. 
03:53:34 PM PD ~ant the Court to consider the Fuller's letters. 
03:54:15 PM Rec the Court impose sentence in this matter. 1 prior PV and def 
placed back on probaiton. Def kept drinking, got in trouble for 
KCPA 
drinking, kept drinking. Said he would do incident again if heard the 
same insulting statement. He has history that he looks at in terms 
of here is where I came from and someone would be in worse 
circumstances, someone would be a lot worse. 
03:57:29 PM 
As to the sentencing, we ask the Court impose sentence and 
suspend and place def on probation. He has worked as a chef in 
the past. He has the skills to earn a good income. Has community 
support, the Fullers. If the Court is not comfortable with suspended 
PD 
sentence, ask for a retained juris. Prison sentence at this point is 
excessive. In the PV case, he had been doing well on probation. 
He has been in jail since 8/30/13. 214 days credit. 210 in the PV 
case. Significant enough punishment in the 2011 case. 471 days 
credit in that case. Ask for concurrent sentences. Restitution, I 
have not been given the information. Wife misrepresent the extend 
of her injuries, exaggerated injuries and pre-existing injuries she 
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04:23:14 PM End 
\ claims against him. Not all claims have been substantiated by the 
records received. Def obtained a police report from 1997 that 
involved Mr. Gossett. The right eye appears to have the most 
trauma to it, so damage from the left eye was from prior incident. 3 
fixed plus 5 indeterminent. 
Willing to take the rec of 10 yrs fixed by State if you contact the 
doctor and he says I did the injuries, and I won't appeal it. 
Guilty to Attempted Strangulation in CR13-17749, probation is in 
violation in CR11-15675. 4 factors of sentencing given. Reviews 
history of case CR11-15675. Significant criminal history reviewed. 
Indicated in PSI that def may have slapped her 15 times and pulled 
her hair. Will look at just the things before the Court without 
contested. A vicious beating. Looking at the 4 photos, that is a 
vicious beating. Reinstatement on probation is inappropriate. 
Society is significantly at risk, history of violence, he has many 
explanations. Revokes prob, impose sentence 6 yrs, 3 fixed. 12 
yrs, 8 fixed, 4 indeterminate in the CR 13-177 49 case. Concurrent 
sentences. NCO is terminated. State has 60 days to present stip or 
notice of hearing regarding restitution. 214 days credit in the 2013 
case. 210 days in the 2011 case. 
Produced by FTR Gold™ 
www. fortherecord. com 
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FIR.~• JDICIAL DISTRICT COURT, STATE= . IDAHO 
~ AND FOR THE COUNTY OF KOO ;Al 
STATE OF IDAHO 
Plaintiff, 
vs. 
Robert Michael Williston 
911 c Street 





COMM VEH: No 
HAZ MATL: No 
P.O. BOX 9000 
COEUR D'ALENE, IDAHO 83816-9000 

















Case No: CR-2013-0017749 
ORDER TO 
[] MODIFY 
[ ] CONTINUE TERMS OF 
WTERMINATE 
NO CONTACT ORDER 
A No Contact Order having been entered in this case on September 3, 2013; and good cause appearing 
to modify, continue the terms of, or terminate said order, 
IT IS HEREBY ORDERED that the No Contact Order previously issued herein be: 
[ ] Modified as follows, and to be in effect until 11 :59 p.m. on __________ ,or upon 
dismissal of the case: 
[ ] Continued as follows: 
[ ] original terms remain in effect until 11 :59 p.m. on ______ _ [] ____________________ _ 
\A Terminated as of the date of this order, r }lljudgment/final order entered, bond (and conditions of bond) exonerated. 
[ ] upon request of the Prosecutor and Victim. 
[ ] civil protection order already has or will be obtained by victim(s). 
[ ] diversion program entered into by defendant on terms set out by the prosecutor. 
Order to Modify/Continue/Terminate No Contact Order - 1 
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[] ___ _ 
ENTERED Q~'c' \ , 2e.:t-a. ~ 1) \ \.\ 
Judge 
Copies sent ____ l(__-_.) __ -_(_t-(,;....,_ ____ _, ~ VIA FAX, mail or hand delivery to: 
KJ KCSO Records Department (208) 446-1307 at 9 _r f J. A .m. per ICR 46.2 
[ ] KCSO 446-1407 [ ] Cd'A Police 769-2307 [ ] PF Police 773-3200 
~ouis E. Marshall, Special Prosecutor Ill (208) 263-6726 
r/nefense Attorney: Linda J Payne, Deputy Public Defender 
r\...,. [x{Faxed (208) 446-1701 
[ ] Mailed PO Box 9000 
Coeur d'Alene ID 83816-9000 
[ ] Rathdrum Police 687-6959 
[ ] SL Police 623-6155 
[ ] Defendant [ ] mailed to the address shown in the caption of this document 
[ ] hand delivered 
[ ] faxed ___________ _ 
~ T. Hayes ~ fYl () iC<f\nc.r, 
Clerk Of The District Court 
By: _1h~:'.?::,__,_' ....,..__L41 _____ ~---
Deputy Clerk 
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c5 Pages (Including this page) 
From District Court 
DATE ~ / d I_Jj_ 
RE: Robert Michael Williston 
Case No. CR-2013-0017749 
Address Update (If Any): 
_______ (Party) 
________ (Street) 
________ (City, State, Zip) 
Copy sent this date to: 
[ ] Cd'A Police 769-2307 [ ] PF Police 773-3200 [ ] Rathdrum Police 687-6959 [ ] SL Police 623-6155 
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FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT COURT, STATE OF IDAHO 
IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF KOOTENAI 
STATE OF IDAHO 
Plaintiff, 
vs. 
Robert Michael Williston 
Defendant. 
DOB: 
324 W. GARDEN A VENUE 
COEUR D'ALENE, IDAHO 83814 
Case No: CR-2013-0017749 
JUDGMENT 












On April 1, 2014, before the Honorable Lansing L. Haynes, District Judge, you, 
Robert Michael Williston, personally appeared for sentencing. Also appearing were 
Shane Greenbank, Deputy Prosecuting Attorney for Bonner County, and your counsel, 
J. Lynn Brooks, Conflict Public Defender. 
WHEREUPON, the previously ordered presentence report having been filed, 
and the Court having ascertained that you have had an opportunity to read the 
presentence report and review it with your lawyer, and you having been given the 
opportunity to explain, correct or deny parts of the presentence report, and you having 
been given the opportunity to make a statement, and recommendations having been 
made by counsel for the State and by your lawyer, and there being no legal reason 
given why judgment and sentence should not then be pronounced, the Court did then 
pronounce its sentencing disposition. 
IT IS HEREBY ORDERED that you, having been advised of and having waived 
your constitutional rights to: a) trial by jury; b) remain silent; and c) confront witnesses, 
and thereafter having pied guilty to the criminal offense(s) charged in the Information on 
file herein as follows: 
JUDGMENT: CR-2013-0017749 
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idaho Code§ iS-923, Attempted Strangulation, a Feiony. 
THAT YOU ARE GUILTY OF THE CRIME($) SO CHARGED, and now, 
therefore, 
IT IS FURTHER ORDERED that, pursuant to Idaho Code §19-2513, you are 
sentenced as follows: 
For a total unified sentence not to exceed twelve (12) years, commencing 
with a fixed period of eight (8) years, to be followed by an additional 
indeterminate period of four (4) years. 
Sentence imposed is concurrent with the sentence imposed in Kootenai 
County Case No. CR 2011-15675. 
IT IS FURTHER ORDERED that you are committed to the custody of the Idaho 
State Board of Correction on April 1, 2014. 
IT IS FURTHER ORDERED that you are remanded to the custody of the 
Kootenai County Sheriff pending transport to the Idaho State Board of Correction. 
IT IS FURTHER ORDERED that you will be given credit for two hundred 
fourteen (214) days time served on any sentence imposed on the above charge. 
IT IS FURTHER ORDERED that the Court shall reserve jurisdiction to determine 
the amount of restitution you shall pay your victim(s) in this matter. The amount of 
restitution shall be determined from time to time by stipulation of the parties or pursuant 
to filings by the State, which filings are to be made within sixty (60) from the date of this 
order. 
IT IS FURTHER ORDERED that any bail posted in this matter shall be 
exonerated, provided that any deposit shall be applied pursuant to Idaho Code §19-
2923. 
JUDGMENT: CR-2013-00177 49 2 
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NOiiCE OF RiGHi iO APPEAL 
YOU ARE HEREBY NOTIFIED that you have a right to appeal this order to the 
Idaho Supreme Court. Any notice of appeal must be filed within forty-two (42) days of 
the entry of the written order in this matter. 
YOU ARE FURTHER NOTIFIED that if you are unable to pay the costs of an 
appeal, you have the right to apply for leave to appeal in forma pauperis or to apply for 
the appointment of counsel at public expense. If you have questions concerning your 
right to appeal, you should consult your present lawyer. 
DATED this d-.. day of (¼~, \ , 2014. 
Lansing ~ aynes 
District Judge 
CERTIFICATE OF MAILING/SERVICE 
I hereby certify that on the..3.._day of f}-fCi { , 2014, copies of the foregoing 
Judgment were emailed, mailed-postage prepaid, faxe: or sent by interoffice mail to: 
-A Prosecuting Attorney for Kootenai County (FAX 208-446-1833) 
~ Defense Attorney: J. Lynn Brooks, Conflict Public Defender 
] EMAILED: 
AXED: (208) 665-0220 
4Idaho Department o orrection [ ~MAILED: centralrecords@idoc.idaho.gov [ ]FAXED 208-327-7445 * Probation & Parole Nc'MAILED: dist1@idoc.idaho.gov [ ]FAXED 208-769-1481 
~ Kootenai County Sheriffs Department via email to "Jail Group" 
JIM BRANNON 
CLERK OF THE DISTRICT COURT 
By ~l~Jkcwc 
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J. Lyrm Brooks, Attorney at Law 
Conflict Public Defender 
P.O. Box 2931 
201~ APR 21 AH 8: 59 
Hayden, Idaho 83835 
Telephone: (208) 665-0385 
Fax: (208) 665-0220 
brookslawcda@roadrunner.com 
Bar Number: 3623 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF KOOTENAI 
STATE OF IDAHO, 
Plaintiff/Respondent, 
V. 












CASE NUMBER CR-13-17749 
NOTICE OF APPEAL 
1~ 
TO: THE ABOVE NAMED RESPONDENT, STATE OF IDAHO, AND THE 
RESPONDENT'S ATTORNEY BARRY MCHUGH, KOOTENAI COUNTY PROSECUTOR, P.O. 
BOX 9000, COEUR D'ALENE, ID 83816; AND THE CLERK OF THE ABOVE ENTITLED 
COURT: 
1. The above named Appellant appeals against the above named Respondent to the 
Idaho Supreme Court from the District Court's Judgment, entered in the above entitled matter on 
April 3, 2014, the Honorable Lansing L. Haynes, District Judge presiding. 
2. That the party has a right to appeal to the Idaho Supreme Court, and the judgments or 
orders described in paragraph one above are appealable orders under and pursuant to Idaho Appellate 
Rule (I.A.R.) 1 l(c)(l-10). 
3. A preliminary statement of the issue on appeal, which the appellant then intends to 
NOTICE OF APPEAL Page 1 
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assert in the appeai, provided any such iist of issues on appeai shaH not prevent the appeliant from 
asserting other issues on appeal, is: whether the District Court imposed an excessive sentence. 
4. The Presentence Investigation Report dated November 18, 2013 is sealed. 
5. Reporter's Transcript. The appellant requests the preparation of the entire reporter's 
standard transcript as defined in I.A.R. 25( c ). The appellant also request the preparation of the 
additional portions of the reporter's transcript: Sentencing Hearing held on April 1, 2014 (Court 
Reporter: Val Nunemacher, no estimation of pages was listed on the Register of Actions). 
6. Clerk's Record. The appellant requests the standard clerk's record pursuant to I.A.R. 
28(b)(2). The appellant requests the following documents to be included in the clerk's record, in 
addition to those automatically included under I.A.R. 28(b )(2): any exhibits, including but not 
limited to letters or victim impact statements, or other items offered at the Sentencing Hearing. 
7. I certify: 
(a) That a copy of this Notice of Appeal has been served on the Court Reporter. 
(b) That the appellant is exempt from paying the estimated fee for the preparation of the 
record because the appellant is indigent. (Idaho Code§ 31-3220, 31-3220A, I.A.R. 24(e)); 
( c) That there is no appellate filing fee since this is an appeal in a criminal case (Idaho 
Code§ 31-3220, 31-3220A, I.A.R. 24(e)(8)); 
( d) That arrangements have been made with Kootenai County who will be responsible for 
paying for the reporter's transcript, as the client is indigent, Idaho Code § 31-3220, 31-3 220A, I.A.R. 
24(e); 
( e) That service has been made upon all parties required to be served pursuant to I.A.R. 
20. 
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DATED thi~\ ~-\- dayofApril,20~ 
J. OOKS 
ATTORNEY FOR DEFENDANT 
AS CONFLICT PUBLIC DEFENDER 
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CERTiFiCATE OF SERViCE 
I HEREBY CERTIFY that I have this ~\ ~-\ day of April, 2014, served a true and 
correct copy of the attached NOTICE OF APPEAL via interoffice mail or as otherwise indicated 






Kootenai County Prosecuting Attorney 
P.O. Box 9000 
Coeur d'Alene, Idaho 83816-9000 
Via Hand-Delivery 
Bonner County Prosecutor as special prosecutor Via First Class Mail 
Attn: Shane Greenbank: 
127 S. First Avenue 
Sandpoint, ID 83864 
State Appellate Public Defender 
3050 Lake Harbor Lane, Suite 100 
Boise, Idaho 83703 
Lawrence G. Wasden 
Attorney General 
P.O. Box 83720 







First Class Mail 
Certified Mail 
Facsimile (208) 334-2985 
First Class Mail 
Certified Mail 
Facsimile (208) 854-8071 
Reporter for District Judge John T. Mitchell, Julie Foland (Kootenai County, PO Box 
9000, Coeur d'Alene, ID 83 816) via first class mail. 
Reporter for District Judge Fred M. Gibler, Byrl R. Cinnamon (Kootenai County, PO Box 
9000, Coeur d'Alene, ID 83816) via first class mail. 
Reporter for District Judge Rich Christensen, Anne MacMannus (Kootenai County, PO 
Box 9000, Coeur d'Alene, ID 83816) via first class mail. 
Reporter for District Judge Benjamin Simpson, JoAnn Schaller (Kootenai County, PO 
Box 9000, Coeur d'Alene, ID 83 816) via first class mail. 
Reporter for District Judge Lansing Haynes, Valerie Nunemacher (Kootenai County, PO 
Box 9000, Coeur d'Alene, ID 83 816) via first class mail. 
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J. Lynn Brooks, Attorney at Law 
Conflict Public Defender 
P.O. Box 2931 
Hayden, Idaho 83835 
Telephone: (208) 665-0385 
Fax: (208) 665-0220 
brookslawcda@roadrunner.com 
BarNumber: 3623 
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' ' 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF KOOTENAI 
STATE OF IDAHO, 
Plaintiff, 
V. 











CASE NUMBER CR-13-17749 
MOTION FOR APPOINTMENT OF 
STATE APPELLATE PUBLIC DEFENDER 
IN DIRECT APPEAL; RETAINING TRIAL 
COUNSEL FOR RESIDUAL PURPOSES 
COMES NOW, the above named Defendant, by and through his attorney, J. Lynn Brooks, 
and hereby moves the Court for an Order pursuant to Idaho Code §19-867, et seq., and Idaho 
Appellate Rules 13 and 45 .1 for its order appointing the State Appellate Public Defender's Office to 
represent the Appellant in all further proceedings. This motion is brought on the grounds and for the 
reasons that the Defendant is currently being represented by J. Lynn Brooks, Attorney at Law, in her 
capacity as Kootenai County Conflict Public Defender; the State Appellate Public Defender is 
authorized by statute to represent the Defendant in all felony appellate proceedings; and it is in the 
interest of justice, for them to do so in this case since the Defendant is indigent, and any further 
proceedings on this case will be appealed. 
MOTION FOR APPOINTMENT OF STATE APPELATE PUBLIC DEFENDER 
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DATED this ~ t 5+- day of April, 2014. 
~~~ 
ATTORNEY FOR DEFENDANT 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I HEREBY CERTIFY that I have thiA_\-st day of April, 2014, served a true and 






Kootenai County Prosecuting Attorney Via Hand-Delivery 
Bonner County Prosecutor as special prosecutor Via First Class Mail 
Attn: Shane Greenbank: 
127 S. First Avenue 
Sandpoint,ID 83864 
State Appellate Public Defender 
3050 Lake Harbor Lane, Suite 100 
Boise, Idaho 83703 
Lawrence G. Wasden 
Attorney General 
P.O. Box 83720 
Boise, Idaho 83720-0010 
[X] First Class Mail 
LJ Certified Mail 
LJ Facsimile (208) 334-2985 
[X] First Class Mail 
LJ Certified Mail 
LJ Facsimile (208) 854-8071 
Reporter for District Judge Lansing L. Haynes, Val Nunemacher (Kootenai County, PO 
Box 9000, Coeur d'Alene, ID 83816) via First Class Mail. 
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J. Lynn Brooks, Attorney at Law 
Conflict Public Defender 
P.O. Box 2931 
Hayden, Idaho 83835 
Telephone: (208) 665-0385 
Fax: (208) 665-0220 
brookslawcda@roadrunner.com 
Bar Number: 3623 
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF KOOTENAI 
STATE OF IDAHO, 
Plaintiff, 
V. 










Defendant. ) ---------------· 
CASE NUMBER CR-13-17749 
ORDER FOR APPOINTMENT OF STATE 
APPELLATE PUBLIC DEFENDER IN 
DIRECT APPEAL; RETAINING TRIAL 
COUNSEL FOR RESIDUAL PURPOSES 
TO: OFFICE OF THE IDAHO STATE APPELLATE PUBLIC DEFENDER, AND, J. 
LYNN BROOKS, CONFLICT PUBLIC DEFENDER, KOOTENAI COUNTY. 
A Judgment having been entered by this Court on April 3, 2014, and the defendant having 
requested the aid of counsel in pursuing a direct appeal from this District Court in this felony 
matter, and defendant's trial counsel having filed a timely notice of appeal, and the Court being 
satisfied that said defendant continues to be a needy person entitled to public representation, 
therefore, 
IT IS HEREBY ORDERED, in accordance with I.C. 19-870, that the State Appellate Public 
Defender is appointed to represent defendant in all further proceedings involving his appeal. 
IT IS FURTHER ORDERED that trial counsel shall remain as appointed counsel of record 
ORDER FOR APPOINTMENT OF STATE APPELLATE PUBLIC DEFENDER IN DIRECT APPEAL; 
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for all other matters involving action in the trial court which, if resulting in an order in defendant's 
favor, could affect the judgment, order or sentencing in the action, until the expiration of the time 
limit for filing said motions or, if sought and denied, upon the expiration of the time for appeal of 
such ruling with the responsibility to decide whether or not a further appeal will be taken in such 
matters. 
IT IS FURTHER ORDERED that trial counsel shall cooperate with the Office of State 
Appellate Public Defender in the prosecution of defendant's appeal. 
DATED this ~9 day of April, 2014. 
DISTRICT JUDGE 
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
f ~].., \l\r.,..,!l,. 
I HEREBY CERTIFY that I have on this -.---- day o~ 2014 served a true and 
correct copy of the attached ORDER FOR APPOINTMENT OF STATE APPELLATE PUBLIC 







J. Lynn Brooks, Conflict Public Defender [ ] 
k] 
First Class Mail 
Facsimile (208) 665-0220 
Kootenai County Prosecuting Attorney [ ] Interoffice Mail 
['( Facsimile (208) 446-1833 
Bonner County Prosecutor as special prosecutor [ ] 
Attn: Shane Greenbank ~ 
127 S. First Avenue 
Via First Class Mail 
Facsimile (208) 263-6726 
Sandpoint, ID 83 864 
State Appellate Public Defender 
3050 Lake Harbor Lane, Suite 100 
Boise, Idaho 83703 
Lawrence G. Wasden 
Attorney General 
P.O. Box 83720 
Boise, Idaho 83720-0010 









First Class Mail 
Certified Mail 
Facsimile (208) 334-2985 
First Class Mail 
Certified Mail 
Facsimile (208) 854-8071 
First Class Mail 
Fax Certified (208) 334-2616 
Reporter for District Judge Lansing L. Haynes, Val Nunemacher (Kootenai County, PO 
Box 9000, Coeur d'Alene, ID 83 816) via Interoffice Mail. 
~c~::::::edcopy) 'he FitstClassMail 
() \\ fj- Fax Certified (208) 334-2616 
Sem B Id,. I / '-/ ~~MC-~\( 'ML\Deputy c,.,, 
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~ From:BONNER COUNTY PROSECUTOR 
$·05-2& 09-.22 J, Lynn Brooks, Attl> 20b--~ .. :.-0220 » 
12082636726 05/28/2014 10:12 
P1/1 
S TAft Of IO'Atte J 
eot-lNTY Of KOOTENAIJ ss 
lt387 P.001/003 
f-lLEO= 
201~ NAY 28 At110: J&t 
BO~NER COUN1'V t»ROSECUTOR'S OFll'l(:1i: 
127 S. First Avenue 
Ct. \I r-·-Wi·· ·::-r .. •• 1 I • .• ; >,.J; \ / ' ~ : 
- . - .. I.. . . -- - ·-· .. 
Sandpoint, ID 83864 
Tele: (208) 263-6714 
Fait: (208) 263-6726 
IN THE DISTIRCT COURT OF THR li'HtS't' JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATlt: OF IDAHO, IN AND JtOR THE COlJN'fY OF KOOTl!:NAI 
.,, .. ' -----.............. _., __ ,, 









STJl'llLATED MOTION ·ro VACATE 
ANI) RJi:sKr RESTJTIJTION Hf:ARlN(; 
JtOBt:RT MICHAFJ.. WU.,LJSTON, 
) 
) 
Defendant. ~ ------------- -- ·- ... ______ __,_ .......... _____________ ,.,_,.,,, -
COMES NOW, Shane Grccnbank, Chii;f Deputy Prosecuting Attorney for Ih.mncr County. Spl.lcial 
Deputy Proseculor for Knotenai Cou11ty, State of Idaho, and the DcfondanL by and tfu·ough his allol'ney. 
( .yam Rro{1ks. and jointly move the Coun to vacate and reset for a later date the Restitution Hcnring lhut is' · 
currently set for S/30/14 at 10:00 £t.m .. 
The basis of this motion is LhaL while in trausport. tht! tl1:.1rendm1t scaled a tence at the Adams County 
jail and has nut yei been ca.pLu1·ed. The State hm; concern that if the hearing were to go i'orward, the 
dcfendapt is aware that the victim wiII attend that hearing. Therefore, out of conct..'m for the victirn, the:: 
Stat-c is requesting a continua.nee of the heuring until such time that lhe defendant is captured. 
Furthermore. the defensu i:'ttOmt!y still neetis to discuss the restitution i~sl.Jc with the defendnat, ood 
e 





Attut'ln,y Jhr -~~ullau l 
' ,\· ~ • ;,__J 
~ 1 
L>A TED this 2711' day of May, 2014 .. 
., 
DATED lhi~ 2711t day of May, :WI 4. 
S1'lPUl,A'rEl) MOTION TO VACATE AND Rlt..~ET RESTml'MON''hEARJNG-1 of2 
~1>14·ll&·28 08:35 UUl'<INf.R COUNn 120lli?fi:.11i /76 
f'aqea 
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IDOC searching for jail escape1;., .IDOC searching for jail escapee: Breakmg Page 1 of 1 
IDOC searching for jail escapee 
By Journal Staff I Posted: Sunday, May 25, 2014 11 :53 am 
BOISE - The Idaho Department of Correction is searching for an inmate who escaped from the 
Adams County Jail in Council. 
Robert Michael Williston, IDOC #21344, (DOB:  apparently scaled the jail's fence 
Saturday night. 
Williston is an Asian-American with black hair, brown eyes and an olive complexion. He is six 
foot one, and he weighs 195 pounds. 
Williston's criminal record includes convictions for grand theft and first-degree burglacy in 
Madison County, grand larceny and fraudul_ent use of a financial transaction card in Ada County, 
and burglary and att~mpted strangulation in Kootenai County. 
Williston was eligible to be considered for parole on Aug. 30, 2021. His term would have been 
completed on Aug. 29, 2025. 
Anyone with information about Williston's whereabouts should contact their local law 
enforcement agency. 
http://www.idahostatejournal.com/news/breaking/idoc-searching-for-jail-escapee/article _ 8. .. 5/28/2014 
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STATE OF IDAHO ' } - -·-
COUN1Y OF KOOTENAI SS 
FILED: - · _ t../, 
- AT ~ '.~-S- O'CLOCK M 
a:1 A!( nl<:!Tlt'i>!f"'T ,....,.,., l 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT.,.OF~~~ ]{~ 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF KOOTENAI 
STATE OF IDAHO 
Plaintiff, 
v. 










Case No: CR-2013-17749 
ORDER VACATING RESTITUTION 
HEARING 
WHEREAS the State and the Defendant, by and through his attorney, Lynn Brooks, have moved 
the Court to vacate and reset the Restitution Hearing, and good cause appearing; 
IT IS HEREBY ORDERED the Restitution Hearing currently set for 5/30/14 at 10:00 a.m.., is 
VACATED. 
. -
IT IS FURTHER ORDERED that the State shall docket this matter to be heard within 30 days of 
the defendant's capture. 
SO ORDERED this~ day of May, 2014. 
DISTRICT JUDGE 
CLERK'S CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I hereby certify that on the J-? day of-~014, I caused a true and correct copy of this Order to be 
served as follows: 
K[ Lynn Brooks - Copy 
Attorney for Defendant 
[ ] Courthouse Mail ~ r, 
t><I_ Fax l_o(o S ~ 0 d-a-u 
[ ] U.S. Mail to: . 
ORDER VACATING RESTITUTION HEARING 
IXl Shane Greenbank - Copy 
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF 
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF KOOTEAI 
STATE OF IDAHO 
Plaintiff/ Appellant 
vs. 
Robert Michael Williston 
Defendant/Respondent 










Motion to Transport (Under Seal) filed 2-12-14 
Examination Report filed 3-18-14 
Addendum to Presentence Report filed 3-21-14 
Court's Exhibit No. 1 filed 3-24-14 
Plaintiffs Exhibit No. 1 
Plaintiffs Exhibit No. 2 
Plaintiffs Exhibit No. 3 
Plaintiffs Exhibit No. 4 
Plaintiffs Exhibit No. 5 
Plaintiffs Exhibit No. 7 






I, Amanda McCandless Clerk of the District Court of the First Judicial District of the 
State of Idaho, in and for the County of Kootenai, do hereby certify that the foregoing 
Record in this cause was compiled and bound under my direction and is a true, correct 
and complete Record of the pleadings and documents requested by Appellate Rule 28. 
I further certify that the following will be submitted as exhibits to this Record on Appeal: 
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I have hereunto set my hand and affixed the seal of the said 
Court this day June JA<;:SW!~ 
CLERK O DIS~~-....,=-'---~ 
JIMB 0 
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF KOOTENAI 
STATE OF IDAHO 
Plaintiff/Respondent 
vs. 















SUPREME COURT 42115 
CASE CR13-17749 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I, Amanda McCandless, Deputy Clerk of the District Court of the First Judicial 
District of the State of Idaho, in and for the County of Kootenai, do hereby certify that I 
have personally served or mailed, by United States Mail, one copy of the Clerk's Record 
to each of the attorneys of record in this cause as follows: 
Ms. Sara B. Thomas 
State Appellate Public Defender 
3647 Lake Harbor Lane 
Boise, ID 83703 
Attorney for Appellant 
Mr. Lawrence Wasden 
Attorney General State of Idaho 
700 W. Jefferson# 210 
Boise ID 83720-0010 
Attorney for Respondent 
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I have hereunto set my hand and affixed the seal of said 
Court this 12th day of June 2014. 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
